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Betting on creativity of African entrepreneurs, leaning on their 

enthusiasm and their drive to succeed,  it's not simply a project, it's 

a vision. 

H.E. Ms Stéphanie Rivoal

Ambassador Secretary General of the 2020 Africa-France Summit

The Challenge des 1000 is an ambitious project that paves the way 

for the development of long-term relationships between our 

innovative ecosystems. The diversity and quality of the various 

award-winning projects and entrepreneurs, reflects the dynamism 

of the South African space, which will play a major role in the 

recovery of this economy.”

H.E. Mr Aurélien Lechevallier

Ambassador of France to South Africa and Lesotho

Two years ago, the French President Emmanuel Macron launched 

Digital Africa with the aim to support Africa's high impact 

startups. With 1000 startups selected across Africa for the 

Challenge of 1000, we are forging ahead to achieve the African 

Union Agenda 2063 which aims to eradicate the syndrome of 

always coming up with new ideas but with no significant 

achievement for the African youth and startups. We are 

committed to building the Africa we want that will enhance an 

impactful Africa-France relations and increase the Global 

Competitiveness of various African Nations.

Kizito Okechukwu

Executive President Digital Africa
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Laureates 



43 

Women 

25 

Men 

7 provinces out of 9 represented

Gauteng 55% 

Western Cape 23%

7% Building and enhancing the city

41% Acces to essential services

14% Feeding the city

9% Living in the city

5% Moving around the city

17%Connecting the city

Sectorial themes 

of the innovative solutions

proposed by the laureates.

68 winners

nd2  largest group of laureates on the continent

In numbers

A long selection process

over 9 months

more than 5 000 applications 

more than 450 in South Africa

and... only 66 laureates
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Claybourne is a social entrepreneur, with a personal 

vision to enable and empower. His mission is to use all 

available knowledge and experience gained to create 

platforms for diversity and inclusion. With 14 years in the 

financial services industry working for some of South 

Africa's top financial services provider, He has become a 

creative problem solver with a strong focus on culture 

and heritage. His entrepreneurial experience stems 

back to 2014 having founded Africa's first air suspension 

manufacturing companies Absolute Revolutionized 

Technologies, which is now a recognized brand in the 

South African automotive aftermarket competing 

against some of the best international brands. His key 

focus is building proudly African companies that seek to 

uplift the African mind, realize potential and establish 

platforms that harness this potential and build thriving 

sustainable ecosystems. He is committed to economic 

reform and firmly believes that transformation starts 

with self and expands to those others through purpose. 

He has a passion for Africa and sees Africa as one of the 

gems of the world that will bring transformation 

because of its roots that are founded strongly in unity, 

freedom, hope and faith. Claybourne was born in Reiger 

Park Boksburg a township situated in East of 

Johannesburg Gauteng Province of South Africa, his 

interest in technology since a young age would later see 

him study his love for technology saw him study 

Information Technology at Witwatersrand Technikon. 

His passion for technology included pc repairs, sales of 

components and mostly gaming. He spent 14 years in 

financial services focusing mainly on sales and 

management. His love for sales saw him grow from a 

sales consultant to management level where managing 

others became a passion. His love for people and 

diversity led him to act on a need to bring the deaf into 

the mainstream of economic activity. Exposure to the 

need for the deaf to partake in the digital revolution that 

starting rapidly evolving since 2000, He set on the task to 

find a solution that would harness the power of 

technology to overcome the communication barrier 

that sign language presents, and in 2016 was able to find 

such a technology. The deaf population of the world 

they would be able to access various services in both the 

public and private sector. He believes that his company 

deaftouch will go a long way in creating an inclusive 

society void of boundaries for the deaf.

deaftouch is an ICT company with a vision to enable and 

empower. Their mission is to use ever evolving 

technology to create platforms for diversity and 

inclusion. Their solution is a communication platform 

that overcomes the communication barrier that the 

deaf community experiences. In turn deaftouch allows 

businesses in both the public and private sector to 

market their respective service or products directly to 

the deaf community, this then also activates the power 

of exponential growth made possible through indirect 

market.deaftouch was born in the confluence of two 

great industry trends in South Africa i.e. the call centre 

industry and the mobile application industry. We will 

cater to these fast-growing industries with cutting-edge 

technology that will ensure that the company stays 

ahead of the competition and builds appropriate 

barriers to entry for any new market entrants.

Claybourne APPIES

deaftouch
www.touchdeaf.co.za
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Farana is the founder and CEO of Avita Mining and MiDesk Global, as well as the 

managing director of Forever Farana Coveralls with 20 years of executive leadership 

experience in logistics, mining and innovation. 

She is responsible for the design and patenting of a world-first protective garment 

that women can wear underground, and is the owner of the patent and design of 

MIDESK – a patent of a revolutionary designed wheelie school bag that converts into 

a desk with a solar light and chair for underprivileged kids without desks at schools in 

rural areas, complying to 6 of the 17 SDGs in accordance with the 2030 Agenda. 

She has been the recipient of numerous professional and entrepreneurship awards, 

including the GROW Fellowship 2016 through Vital Voices Global Partnership, the 

Femina World Women Super Achiever Award 2017, selected for the Global 

Ambassadors program 2018 (one of eleven women in the world) by Vital Voices Global 

partnered with Bank of America and Top100 Global Women in Mining.

Farana graduated from UCT GSB with an MBA in Executive Management, Business 

Leadership through Harvard Business Publishing, Women's Empowerment 

program with Cornell University and is currently a PhD student.  She  is the vice 

chairperson of the Graduate School of Business Alumni Board, as well as a board 

member of the Graduate School of Business Advisory.

The unique, patented proudly South African MiDesk is a revolutionary wheelie 

schoolbag that converts into a desk and chair with a solar light, both at home and at 

school, addressing directly and indirectly with 6 of the world's Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) in accordance with the 2030 Agenda.

There are over 3 million learners in South Africa, 95 million learners in Sub Saharan 

Africa and just under 400 million kids without desks globally as per UNESCO report. 

The company's Mission is to level the playing field for underprivileged children by 

developing innovative resources that support education ensuring equal opportunity 

exists for children in poverty globally.

Farana BOODHRAM

MiDesk Global
www.mideskglobal.com
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Mrs Lee Chana is co-founder of the AI in Africa Programme. Her love for tech comes 

f rom over 2 decades of working in ICT, predominantly in consulting, 

telecommunications. She is versatile in programme, platform and technology 

management with degrees in IT, Technology Management and an MBA. 

Ms Chana's passion for empowering women in engineering and technology was 

activated by the diminishing number of women in these fields as they rose in their 

careers.  To understand the underlying factors, the subject of her MBA dissertation 

was on the declining number of women in ICT.

Ms Chana is currently a partner at Fliptin Technologies in Johannesburg where she 

leads the development of new products and the social impact programme AI in 

Africa.

AI in Africa gears youth for the future by imparting a powerful curriculum of design 

thinking and artificial intelligence (AI), turning cohorts into creative thinkers who can 

reframe problems and experiment with homegrown solutions. Their mission is to 

promote STEAM careers and diversity and inclusion in innovation.

The 2019 series of girls-only bootcamps challenged over 500 learners to create AI-

based solutions to community problems. This unique opportunity showcased their 

skills and exposed the schools and parents in 6 communities to AI. 

AI in Africa's systems change framework is a self-sustaining community-driven 

model in partnership with corporates and premised on value creation by growing 

problem solvers originating from that community.

It is a social impact venture of Fliptin, led by Ms Chana and Fliptin CEO Mustapha 

Zaouini. 

Leevashri CHANA

Fliptin Technologies
www.aiinafrica.org
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Tumelo is a South African born Social Afropreneur with a passion for technology and a 

vision for an Africa United. Born and raised in the Township called Bushbuckridge in 

Mpumalanga, he left for the city of Gauteng in 2009 to pursue his engineering studies, 

where he discovered his fire and passion for Entrepreneurship and started his first 

official business in Digital Signage services for Student Advertising. 

He is a trained & practiced professional Industrial Engineer graduating B.Tech Degree 

at the Tshwane University of Technology. 

His focus roles in Desert Green Africa includes, but are not limited, to: 

Ÿ Product development & Innovation

Ÿ Business strategy development

Ÿ New markets & Partnerships development

Ÿ Business modelling

Desert Green is an Agri-tech company that provides agricultural extension and 

technical support to small-scale farmers through digital and physical management of 

crop production throughout Africa by supporting with daily tasks from production to 

market. 

Solutions

Ÿ Centralised Crop Production Plans - Business case development and production 

plans for various crops and active support for small scale farmers.

Ÿ Digital Agri-Extension - A mobile platform designed to increase yields and improve 

quality of fresh produce for small-scale farmers to improve access to formal markets 

and micro-financing opportunities.

Achievements

Ÿ SAB-Nelson Mandela Day CSR program, turning unutilized backyards into micro 

farms.

Ÿ Top 6 GSEA finalists in Canada. 

Ÿ Sergey Vhykodtsev award for being a resilient business.

Ÿ 1000 Entrepreneurs Challenge 2020

Tumelo CHILOANE

Desert Green Africa
www.desertgreen.co.za

DESERT GREEN
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Naledi Dikotla is a final year law student from the 

University of Witwatersrand. She is an astounding 

individual with a passion for community development 

and the upliftment of black youth in Africa. She was born 

and raised in a ghetto called Alexandra Township in 

Johannesburg, South Africa. It is one of the most 

underprivileged and ignored ghettos in South Africa. She 

has six siblings and is the third born child amongst those 

siblings and her parents are University drop-outs. 

 Growing up in a Ghetto has opened her eyes to the 

realization of the gross injustices that take place upon her 

people. How corruption and greed has become an excuse 

for lack of housing, health and basic needs for people. She 

believes that she can and will change that, carried by the 

belief of 'Ubuntu/ Botho' a South African proverb, that 

believes in humanity, treating people with dignity and 

respect above all else. 

Naledi is a hard worker and a philanthropist at heart. She 

believes in a Utopia, a place of goodness and equality for 

all. “I see no need for a system that favours others and 

sidelines others, I see no need for inequality and racism. I 

believe that the world has so much to offer to everyone, 

that we can all eat and live in a world with no hunger. It is 

greed and power that is the root of corruption and being 

led by an elderly generation that has little vision for the 

future.” She believes that a revolution is coming and that 

the marginalized will finally have their seat at the table, 

and that the only way for that to happen is through the 

upliftment of the Youth. 

Growth South Africa was founded on the 8th of January 

2019. As of today, 1 year and 6 months later we have 

processed over 200 applications and counting. Growth SA 

is a company that was established to bridge the gap 

between the higher education industry and grade 12 

learners in impoverished communities. However, we have 

expanded beyond just assisting learners in impoverished 

communities to assisting all matriculants in South Africa 

and we hope to expand into the rest of Africa. 

The market is exceptional, a yearly batch of at least 1 000 

000 matriculants all over the country register to write their 

exams. This includes, learners that are re-writing, adult 

schools and regular high schools in all 9 PROVINCES. We 

charge R180 for the application process which covers, 

applications into for 5 university/ college application to 

higher their chances of getting accepted into at least one 

institution, 5 bursary/scholarship applications, editing of 

bursary essays and motivational letters and career 

guidance. We plan to introduce more features as we grow. 

We get our clients through school tours and an online 

presence, including radio and newspaper marketing. We 

aim to expand our sources of marketing to gain more 

social cred and our client's trusts. There is a huge need for 

our services. The goal is to have 9 branches in each 

province, staffed with at least 20 employees in each 

branch as a start. 

The profits are guaranteed, calculated on 50% (500 000) of 

the total number of matriculants in SA, we expect a 

turnover of (500 000 by R180= R90 000 000 for only half of 

the matriculants). We are positive that the number could 

be greater, given a well-trained team of presenters/ sales 

persons and broad marketing, e.g. Tv marketing.

Naledi DIKOTLA

Growth South Africa
www.naledidikotla.wixsite.com/growthsa
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Nobukhosi Dlamini is a multi-award winning tech entrepreneur from Cape Town. 

She has a background in Computer Science and has 15 years experience in the tech 

industry. She is the Founder of a data protection tech consulting company called 

Bahati Tech, and also the Gift Foundation which makes FinTech an accessible career 

choice for girls and women in Africa. The Gift Foundation also does outreach 

programs to assist women in townships access technology. Nobukhosi is an advocate 

for Tech 4 Good and spreads knowledge around data protection and privacy as a 

human right in the tech sector. Besides helping large organisations with privacy 

support, Nobukhosi also conducts a lot of training in cybersecurity to help founders 

build more cyber resilient startups.

Bahati Tech is a tech consultancy that focuses on data protection and cybersecurity. 

We bring a combination of expertise in data protection legal requirements, 

technology skillset and operations experience to help organisations to translate legal 

requirements around data protection laws and regulations (such as GDPR, CCPA, 

POPIA) into actionable technical requirements and business process. Our goal is to 

ensure that organisations that collect and use personal information are able fully 

understand what the law requires from them and how they can implement these in 

the technical landscape. We are also deploying technology that automates some of 

these business processes to automatically fact check the state of data protection 

across the organisation and reduce the reliance on spreadsheets to track these 

projects.

Nobukhosi DLAMINI

Bahati Tech
www.bahatitech.co.za
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Neil leads the award-winning Mellow Mobility, which is a 

South African developer of light electric utility vehicles. 

He is passionate about urban transport, and the 

development of last mile delivery solutions. Neil  was a 

speaker at Climate Innovation Centre and at the World 

Bank's South Af rican Sustainability Conference, 

Microsoft's BizSpark program, and the Durban 

Innovation Summit.

Some personal awards include: Global Gifted Citizen 

Award, in Puebla, Mexico; Mail & Guardian's top young 

South Af ricans for 2016; Siemens Foundation's 

Empowering People Award. 

E-commerce and the demand for last mile delivery of 

goods has grown exponentially in recent years, placing 

more strain on overcrowded and polluted streets. Last 

mile delivery is also the most expensive and polluting 

part of the supply chain.

This is why we've created the MellowVan. Mellowvans 

are electric delivery vehicles that provide low cost, 

efficient and emission-free last-mile deliveries. They are 

attractive and eye-catching, with class-leading range, 

capacity, and technology features. 

Developed with feedback from some of the world's 

leading e-commerce and delivery companies, our 

vehicles are safe and feature full internet of things 

functionality, combined with bespoke client specific 

offerings like active cooling and security features. 

MellowVans are also great for urban advertising, with 

focused, location-specific campaigns.

With a range of over 100 km of range, and a huge 2.4 

cubic meters of space, Mellowvans are big enough to 

deliver anything from big-screen TV's to dog food, and 

economical enough to operate to do fast food deliveries. 

Thanks to modularity, several battery packs can be 

operated in parallel. Which means clients can have 

more range when needed.

The on-board, capacity-specific chargers provide easy 

charging which means MellowVans are not dependant 

on charging stations.

MellowVans are an innovative and environmentally 

friendly advertising medium that impacts everyday 

lives. MellowVans can be location specific, mobile 

billboards exactly where you want them.

Neil du PREEZ

MellowVan
www.mellowvans.com
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Zeenith is the founder & CEO of Jamii Life - a social enterprise that aims to redesign 

home-care to increase accessibility, transparency, quality care and peace of mind in 

South Africa, and eventually across Africa.  Zeenith's grandmother, who was 

bedridden for 16 years, inspired Jamii Life.  Before this, Zeenith led GE Healthcare's 

Affordable Care, and Indirect Channel Partners across Africa focused on enabling 

access to medical equipment across Africa. Zeenith spent a decade in rail 

infrastructure, leveraging infrastructure projects to create jobs and transfer skills. She 

led the team that created thousands of jobs and transferred critical manufacturing 

skills in South Africa as the GM & CEO of GE South Africa Technologies.

Jamii Life is a platform to connect vetted health workers with people that can't care 

for themselves and families that need help by leveraging quality standards and 

technology to make quality care and health tracking accessible. On-demand training 

for health workers and families make learning available to those that may not 

otherwise have had access.

Jamii Life aims to transform care and social infrastructure for the elderly by directly 

providing care, providing employment and professional development opportunities 

for caregivers and extending the platform's operational benefits to community 

health worker NGO's.

Zeenith EBRAHIM

Jamii Life
www.jamiilife.com
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Dr Petro Erasmus is a researcher and innovator. Her research interests are in 

Neuropsych ology.  Sh e  a lso  spec ia l i zes  in  learn in g  problems  an d 

neurodevelopmental disorders and Mathematics Achievement. Her PhD research 

focused on predictors of Maths achievement amongst adolescents. Her research 

findings are published in peer reviewed journals. She is a registered Educational 

Psychologist and remedial therapist. She has a private practice in Mafikeng (Child, 

Family Guidance and Development Centre) since 2007 and a Remedial  Centre since 

1992 that offers remedial- and play therapy. She works extensively in the Mafikeng 

community and was the project leader for the Bullying project which won the prize of 

community project of the year in 2015 at the North West University – Mafikeng 

campus.

Over the years she has created various intervention strategies. This has resulted in the 

creation of WHARTELS.

Mathematics Whartels aims to facilitate self-directed learning by changing not only 

the learner's mathematical mind set or thinking but also that of teachers and parents 

to optimise learning and understanding in Mathematics.

Maths Whartels are designed for pre-primary and primary school learners aimed at 

improving children's Mathematics achievement by focusing on cognitive aspects 

(math concepts, metacognition and information processing, critical thinking, and 

problem-solving) and neuro-psychological facets (including executive functioning, 

study orientation, Mathematics anxiety, and Mathematics resilience) using principles 

used in play therapy (puppets, board game, art, stories and technology – app). It 

focuses on the importance of play in mastering maths concepts and developing a 

positive study orientation in maths.

Petro ERASMUS

Whartels
www.whartels.co.za
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Siphokazi Feke is the Founder and CEO of Brainwave Medical Group (Pty) Ltd. A 

Clinical Technologist by profession in the sub speciality of Nephrology, she qualified 

as the first black female in South Africa in the Nephrology sub speciality as a Clin 

Tech. She spent 10yrs of her 23yr career in Pharmaceutical Business where she looked 

after different pharmaceutical brands as a sales manager then a product manager 

for South Africa's JSE listed Adcock Ingram Healthcare. It is here where she cut her 

teeth in business as she was responsible for taking products to new markets and 

managing stakeholder relationships with international partners like Biocodex, a 

French pharma company with presence in over 100 countries. She left 

pharmaceutical business to pursue her growth path by starting her own company 

Brainwave Medical Group in 2010 , leveraging her clinical and business expertise.

Established in 2010, Brainwave Medical Group is a Pan African Healthcare company 

focused in the services sector of healthcare. The mission is to drive access to quality 

healthcare for all Africans. With current presence in Southern and West Africa the 

company offers the services of 

Ÿ Private Dialysis Clinics that render care to the growing kidney disease burden in 

the continent. 

Ÿ Medical Tourism / Medical Evacuation facilitation, leveraging the company 

footprint in Ghana and South Africa to assist patients seeking care outside the 

country of their origin.

Ÿ E-health services through customer focused digital platforms with a vision to be a 

significant contributor in strengthening Africa's healthcare systems. The 

company has been recently selected to be part of the Wits University Digital 

Precinct Tshimologong Basadi in 4IR programme a JP Morgan initiative to drive 

locally developed solutions championed by woman.

Siphokazi FEKE

Brainwave Medical Group
www.bwmedicalgroup.com
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Growing up in Kenya and watching her father who is a serial entrepreneur, she always 

knew that she wanted to be just like him. He prided himself on the fact that he had 

never had a boss in his life. He allowed her to believe that anything was possible and 

that only she was responsible for her success.

Fast forward 35 years, she is a millennial living in Johannesburg, the city of gold and is 

in love with all things African, afro beat, African literature and African tech. She 

believes Africa's challenges can be solved through creativity, boldness, ingenuity 

and innovation.  Professionally she is an attorney with the right to practice in South 

Africa with over 10 years' experience in the legal fraternity.

She considers herself an activist and hopes to change the access to justice landscape 

on the continent.

Everyday people in Africa experience a legal problem that takes place in their daily life 

for which there is a formal or informal legal solution. For many in Africa access to the 

law and its processes is expensive, and often inaccessible. LUMA Law is challenging 

this narrative.

LUMA is a chatbot that lives on chat platforms such as Facebook messenger, it 

provides legal content in a simplified, practical and user-friendly format which 

guides the user on their justice journey through a series of questions, answers and 

scenarios. 

Through the use of enabling technology such as artificial intelligence, machine 

learning and natural learning processing LUMA will have the ability to have a real 

conversation with a person in their language of choice.

Grace-Rose 
GICHANGA

LUMA Law
www.lumalaw.co.za
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Haley is the CEO and Founder of Cut To Code, a software development company 

specialising in solutions that streamline processes. Together with her team she has 

built a marketplace product called On-Demand to enable entrepreneurs.

Her entrepreneurial journey started when she co-founded Forge Technologies in 

2012. During her time at Forge she started a coding academy to develop talent and 

founded a STEM portal called Intelleapp with the aim of encouraging youths to 

engage Math and Science and to consider STEM careers. 

Haley is an advocate for change and strongly believes in the potential of Africa. She 

leads the African Tech Collective which connects entrepreneurs in Africa and fosters 

courageous conversations about change. 

On-Demand by Cut to Code is a configurable marketplace solution that enables 

service-based businesses to connect with it's customers, manage processes, on-

board and manage service providers. The platform is configured for each business 

and provides a consumer facing mobile application, a service provider facing mobile 

application and a web based administration console. All features and functions are 

built on a modular basis enabling features to be added as needed, giving the 

business what it needs as it scales. 

Haley GRAY

Cut to Code
www.cuttocode.com
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Frances Green was born and raised in South Africa where she grew 

up in Stellenbosch. Frances attended Somerset College High 

school where she matriculated and went on to Study a BSc in 

Ichthyology and Entomology at Rhodes University and furthered 

her studies with a practical course in aquaculture at Stellenbosch 

University. Frances has always had a passion for the Environment 

and outdoors and this has reflected heavily in her choice of 

occupation. Once finishing her degree she moved to Botswana to 

work in Southern Africa's largest Indoor Tilapia RAS (Recirculating 

Aquaculture System) where she taught practical aquaculture to 

the community and helped develop an aquaculture program at 

Botswana University. Whilst in Botswana she saw the need for a 

sustainable protein source throughout the Southern African 

countries who would travel from Zambia and Zimbabwe to buy fish 

from the facility she worked for. In 2019 Frances moved back to 

South Africa with her business partner with the intention of starting 

a sustainable fish farm that could help in creating a sustainable 

protein source, create jobs, provide data and education and to 

alleviate pressure off of the local struggling fisheries. In 2019 she and 

her partner formed Go Green Investments (Pty) Ltd and with their 

other partners from Africoast Investment (Pty) Ltd. Olive Tree 

Aquaculture (Pty) Ltd. was formed.

Olive Tree Aquaculture (Pty) Ltd. consists of two founding 

companies; Go Green Investments and Africoast Investments. Go 

Green Investments specialises in farm and project management 

and Africoast Investments develops sustainable energy solutions 

including MetroWind and TEWA power in South Africa. The two 

companies have come together to form a sustainable farming 

solution to provide high protein fish to the surrounding 

community. The company is also developing technological 

solutions that will improve aquaculture immensely by providing 

data and streamlining operations to reduce costs

The project aims to produce Nile Tilapia to be sold to retailers or 

directly to restaurants in the surrounding cities namely, Port 

Elizabeth, Jeffrey's Bay and St Francis Bay. Tilapia is already being 

sold by the retailers but all of it is imported from foreign countries 

such as China or Spain. The Tilapia from China is of poor quality and 

the Spanish Tilapia is too expensive for most to afford. Olive Tree 

Aquaculture has, through advanced designs, technology and 

financial forecasts, been able to come up with a product that will be 

of high quality, yet affordable to the masses. As value adding in fish 

is endless, the market can consists of lower to upper markets. 

Filleted fish will be sent to the high tail retailers to be sold as a luxury 

replacement to the dwindling salt water fisheries. If the fish is just 

head and gutted, it can be sold directly to retailers in larger bulk and 

they can further value add to the product. It is also possible to not 

process the fish and sell it directly to the communities as a cheaper 

protein source.

In the next two years it is Olive Tree Aquacultures goal to have a fully 

sustainable aquaculture farm that will be supplying fish to the local 

communities, restaurants and retailers. The most important 

objective is to spread the demand for Tilapia as a healthy, 

sustainable alternative to wild caught sea fish.

The long term perspective is to expand aquaculture into South 

Africa by creating a successful commercial aquaculture farm, 

through engineered designs, advanced AI technology and quality 

feed, that proves the viability of aquaculture in South Africa and the 

world.

Aquaculture is still significantly lacking in South Africa due to ill 

designed systems, over exaggerated forecasts and inexperienced 

management. Olive Tree Aquaculture has engineered accredited 

designs using experienced fish farm managers to develop a 

modern solution. The company is also developing AI technology 

that will streamline the operations of the farm to ensure that the 

farm is run to most cost effective standards.

The technology and designs of the farm will be reassessed for future 

expansion. This will lead to more streamlined facilities that can do 

away with unnecessary expenses. 

The facility has also been designed in modular format so that two 

facilities can share high expense items such as filtration, oxygen 

generators, electricity generators and alternate green power 

generators (solar or wind). This will result in double the production 

capacity at half the cost.

As the ocean fisheries continue to deplete, it is only a matter of time 

before wild caught fish is a thing of the past and is only available to 

countries that have large trawling fleets. Even then the fish will be 

extremely expensive to import and will no longer be a viable protein 

in the future. As aquaculture uses less water than any other 

livestock it is also extremely important to look to it as water scarcity 

increases around the world. 

     About:
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Januário Hossi is an Angolan National, currently studying towards a PhD in Energy 

Research: From Waste Problem to Materials and Energy Recovery; Master in Petroleum 

and Gas Engineering, Postgraduate Diploma in Chemical Engineering, BSc Hons 

Environmental Science Management, BSc General Natural Sciences, He is currently 

working as an Independent Consultant - Health, Environment, Energy, and Mining, and is 

the founder of IntegralTek South Africa. 

IntegralTek Energy-Environment-Mining (Pty) Ltd,  is an African consultant specialist 

company that seeks to deliver excellent production through technology innovation 

emphasising on environmental sustainability ranging from the preliminary stages of 

projects' design throughout life cycles to pollution prevention and control in production 

processes, with assignments that include strategy development, cost reduction through 

optimisation (energy, water and raw materials savings), waste minimisation schemes, 

safety management, environmental impact assessment /management and monitoring 

in addition to in-house analytical capabilities that enables the processing of minerals, 

convey high-quality (petro)chemical, metallurgical, geological analysis, environmental 

monitoring, and supply of products of high but green economic value extending across a 

range of African markets.

IntegralTek envisions to become the world's safest production leader that actively 

engages on environmental solutions adapted to sustainable technologies and 

responsible investments and financing in developmental interventions to support 

sustainable development in action within the African context and reduce the impacts of 

greenhouse gas emissions, climate change and global warming. IntegralTek is 

pioneering the development of a device for exhausts clean up for reduction of 

atmospheric emissions for energy, transportation, and mining-related applications. This 

is a win-win scenario because whilst energy and materials are recovered, emission 

pollutions are avoided. 

Today's environmental focus has become the coalition of markets competitiveness in 

addition to compliance with countries' environmental laws and regulations. Therefore, 

IntegralTek seeks to ensure that Africa is not left behind with regard to environmental 

protection for quality air, water, and soil.

Januário HOSSI

IntegralTek
www.integraltek.co.za
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Neo is an engineer turned social entrepreneur by choice chasing purpose, meaning 

and impact. He is the founder of Technovera, a technology scale-up developing smart 

solutions in the public healthcare space. He has a passion for nurturing the 

entrepreneurial culture and is invested in the development and adoption of smart 

technologies in the healthcare industry. He is an Ashoka Fellow and the Winner of the 

2019 Africa Prize for Engineering Innovation by The Royal Academy of Engineering.

Neo graduated from University of Cape Town with a BSc in Electrical Engineering and 

went on to join the steel manufacturing industry as an automation engineer. He later 

took up an operations management role working as a technical assistant to the COO 

while also completing a MEng in Industrial Engineering at the University of 

Witwatersrand before venturing out into the technology startup scene in 

Johannesburg.

South Africa has world's biggest antiretroviral therapy (ART) programme for patients 

living with HIV and AIDS, and there's been a steady increase in the number of patients 

with non-communicable diseases (NCDs), requiring chronic therapy. Over 4.5 million 

man-hours are lost per month due to patients spending hours on long queues. A 

patient's experience tends to be one of long waiting times, typically above 3 hours. 

This poses potential adherence barriers which may lead to poor health outcomes and 

places a strain on the patients in terms of transport costs and loss of income.

To address this, Technovera has developed Pelebox, a smart locker system that 

enables patients to collect repeat medication in seconds instead of waiting hours on 

queues at public clinics. Technovera is a social impact venture that is focused on 

technology inclusion with the aim of improving the last mile for chronic medication 

access in Africa.

Neo HUTIRI

Technovera
www.pelebox.com
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Mphati Jezile is the CEO and Founder of Busymed, an on demand pharmacy app that 

connects people to 100's of local independent pharmacies. Mphati was inspired to 

start this business from his own personal experience of losing his sister to TB because 

the rural hospital she was being treated in did not have access to the medicine she 

needed. Without a healthcare background, Mphati has spent the last 3 years  

working with healthcare professional to develop technology solutions that put 

patients at the centre of care and provides access to convenient  healthcare tools, 

services and information using their phones.

Busymed was established in 2019 and aimed to digitize the retail pharmacy industry 

and provide communities with convenient access to local independent pharmacies 

using their smartphones. An initial pilot of the service that ran for 6 months saw the 

services draw thousands of visitors to the website, generated 432 transactions for 5 

independent pharmacies totalling revenue of R139 000+. Busymed then raised 

funding in 2020 and launched the service nationwide to offer South Africans in 

different cities convenient access to local pharmacies and healthcare providers. 

Mphati JEZILE

Busymed
www.busymed.co.za
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Josephine Nseya Katumba is a South African born, Congolese by origin, founder of 

Biakudia Urban Farming Solutions (BUFS). BUFS is an urban agricultural startup 

which aims to reconcile city dwellers to their food and environment through urban 

agriculture. She is passionate about raising awareness, and, moreover, implementing 

viable solutions on issues surrounding health, sustainability, and access to healthy 

and affordable food in cities. Her focus is on creating a community of urban farmers in 

the major cities in South Africa through the three pillars of BUFS which are 

community, health, and sustainability. She has had the privilege of sharing this vision 

through platforms such as the world bank and Africa summit. She holds a bachelor's 

degree in economics and accounting from the university of Johannesburg and is 

currently pursuing a postgraduate degree in strategic management.

Biakudia Urban Farming Solutions (BUFS) is an urban agriculture startup whose 

mission is to reconcile urban dwellers to their food and environment through urban 

agriculture. BUFS develops innovative and creative urban farming models to be 

implemented where city dwellers work, live, play and learn. BUFS believes that urban 

farming does much more than improve access to fresh and affordable food. It goes 

hand in hand with addressing other inherent issues throughout the current food 

culture. Through its three pillars of community, health, and sustainability, BUFS 

includes elements of; design and technology, education on food, nutrition, and 

environmental studies (zero waste) in the services that it provides. 

Josephine Nseya 
KATUMBA

Biakudia Urban Farming Solution
www.bufs.co.za
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Born and bred in Alexandra Township, Lillian Keetse's entrepreneurial spirit emerged 

when she was just nine years old selling candy at school and on weekends helping 

out at her uncles spaza shop. In her early twenties she established a non-profit 

organization called Social Artizanz that focused on the well-being of disadvantaged 

individuals – within the first year the organization had over 10 members and had 

raised over R100k in progressing the cause of the organization. Lillian went on to 

establish a flourishing e-commerce store called Malimu Kids. Today, she is the co-

founder and CEO of Zinacare. Amongst that she holds a vast academic background 

and almost a decade of experience working in the management consulting space. 

Zinacare is a health technology company specializing in molecular diagnostics for 

STIs as well as HIV and AIDS, established in November 2018 to democratize access to 

testing services in the sexual health and women health markets within South Africa.

 

As a company primarily engaged in the provision of high-quality and efficient testing 

services for STIs and HIV/AIDS, in April 2020 Zinacare repurposed its resources 

towards combating the spread of COVID-19 in South Africa by investing in mobile 

Drive-Thru COVID-19 clinics, geared at increasing national testing capacity and 

flattening the curve. Zinacare currently has 3 Drive-Thru COVID-19 clinics across 

Gauteng and plans to expand to other provinces in the short-term.

Lillian KEETSE

Zinacare
www.zinacare.co.za
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Wandile is the founder and CEO of Syked. He is passionate about technology and the 

role it plays in society in how we can effectively use to too improve and deliver access 

to healthcare to people in remote areas. Having personally experienced the 

difficulties in finding the right person for psycho-social support and understanding 

the challenges that South Africans experience from exorbitant costs and limited 

practitioners in certain areas. With a background in IT Networking and marketing he 

set out to make a difference in developing a platform that could be scaled easily while 

providing quality care that has a focus on counseling and personal well-being. Syked 

was born. He personally want to get to a point where we can de-stigmatize mental 

health support and make it affordable and accessible to the African population.

Syked is an online virtual private practice that provides counselling sessions to clients 

in the comfort of their own home over secure video consultation. Clients have access 

so a wide database of social workers, counselling psychologists and registered 

counsellors to choose from. As Syked we pride ourselves in giving the clients the 

option to be able to choose their own preferred practitioners in that way we make 

sure that cultural nuances are matched. We also provide free weekly topical 

discussions that clients face on a day to day basis whilst providing a range of self-help 

tools that they can access on the go. 

Syked has just recently launched their offering on iOS and android to provide a better 

user experience for both clients and practitioners.  

Wandile KHUMALO

Syked
www.syked.co.za
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Jon Kornik is the founder and CEO of Plentify. He has spent his career working at the 

intersection of energy, technology and finance. Prior to Plentify, Jon led Google's 

energy efforts in Africa where he helped fund the largest wind and solar farms and 

developed technology to expand energy access. Prior to this he was an independent 

consultant where his projects included helping the SA government develop a 

financing scheme to draw international capital into the then nascent renewables 

sector, and helping Nike improve the sustainability of their supply chain. He also 

founded the African office of South Pole Group, a carbon finance and climate 

consulting firm, and consulted for McKinsey & Company. Jon has a MBA from 

Columbia University and a Masters in Finance from UCT. He is an Echoing Green 

Fellow, Feldberg Fellow and Archbishop Tutu African Leadership Fellow.

Plentify's mission is to enable utilities to provide clean, reliable and affordable energy. 

We do this through a smart home platform that adapts home utilities around the 

behaviour of users and the needs of the grid. Our flagship product - HotBot - converts 

electric water heaters in people's homes into intelligent thermal batteries to reduce 

the cost of electricity, ease the strain on the grid, and enable more renewable energy 

to be connected. It does this 5-10x cheaper than conventional batteries.

Our team is led by the former head of Google's Africa energy business. Plentify has 

won numerous international awards for its innovation, including the first place at the 

regional finals of EDF Pulse Africa, and first place at the African Entrepreneurship 

Awards.

Jon KORNIK

Plentify
www.plentify.co.za
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Asonele began her career at a community development organisation where she 

discovered her passion for development and women empowerment. She 

transitioned into the health sector, which was then followed by a move into an 

international software development company. Her career journey across various 

industries was preparation for her current work at FemConnect; a combination of 

community development and using digital healthcare technology to cater to 

women's health needs.

Asonele was chosen as the YouthLead Ambassador for South Africa in 2020. She was 

also part of African Women Entrepreneurs Dreamgirls programme for 2019 and 

winner of the Apps for Africa competition 2019 for the FemConnect technology.

Her vision for FemConnect was inspired by personal experience and her passion for 

empowering women to get better access to sexual and reproductive health products 

using disruptive technology. FemConnect aims to redefine access to sexual and 

reproductive health care services through mobile and web-based platforms and 

online education to enable easier access to self-administered contraceptives to 

reduce unwanted pregnancies and unsafe abortions. The FemConnect app has been 

available on the Google Playstore since March 2020 which enables young 

disadvantaged women to request sanitary product donations digitally.

FemConnect is a women's health startup aimed at strengthening and redefining 

access to equal sexual and reproductive health care using technology. In alignment 

with SDG 3.7.1 on meeting the unmet needs of family planning services and SDG 5 on 

gender equality by empowering all women and girls; FemConnect is on a quest to 

create easier access to sexual and reproductive health services through the use of 

patient-centric technology to cater to women's health needs. 

FemConnect allows users to access self-administered contraceptives the same way 

we order food online to reduce the inconveniences of stigma, long waiting times 

experienced in local clinics; Thus creating equal access to diverse contraceptive 

options for all women irrespective of socioeconomic standing.

Asonele KOTU

FemConnect
www.femconnect.co.za
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Sebastien is the CEO of Powertime, an innovative fintech enabling South Africans to 

purchase electricity, airtime, data and pay their bills on the go. Sebastien has a 

chemical engineering degree and has worked 20 years in energy management. His 

special area of interest is to use technology (hardware and software) to improve 

energy efficiency as well as service delivery to the end user. 

Started in Cape Town, Powertime is a fintech in the utility sector enabling South 

Africans to conveniently purchase value added services (electricity, airtime, data, bills) 

from various channels: web, apps, SMS. Serving 95% of utilities in South Africa 

through various integrations, Powertime is a one-stop shop for users and businesses 

willing to procure these services in 1 click. Powertime's vision is to use its technology 

to enable user to better manage their consumption and utilities to better 

communicate with their citizens across Africa.

Sebastien LACOUR

Powertime
www.powertime.co.za
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Xabiso Lombo is a young woman who is passionate about social change. She is 

passionate about empowering young women and is the founder of a tech startup, 

Guardian Gabriel. Xabiso believes that woman have the power to change and solve 

social issues and they should be given the opportunity.

Guardian Gabriel is a personal safety tech company whose inaugural device is a panic 

button which enables those in danger to send an alert and location link to 

emergency contacts and armed response services all without needing connectivity 

to a cellphone

Xabiso LOMBO

Guardian Gabriel
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Gift Lubele is a former research engineer at one of the 

leading telecommunications companies in South Africa; 

He is a co-founder of Kudoti which was named 2020 

most innovative companies in South Africa by Fast 

Company and currently works full time in the company 

as a Chief Operating Officer (COO). Kudoti is a digital 

platform for managing waste in Africa, providing tools for 

waste companies of all sizes to manage their operations 

through a SAAS solution better. 

Gift has designed and facilitated international programs 

like the Leadership For Social Change in Mauritius with 

association with YUVA, through this program, he trained 

more than 60 young Mauritius and the President of 

Mauritius gave him two awards for his work. Gift studied 

in Mauritius at the African Leadership University for a 

year, came back to South Africa and completed a design 

thinking program from the University of Cape Town 

School of business and has several titles to his name 

which includes being named Top 20 under 30 

Entrepreneurs by Fast Company and 100 most influential 

Young South Africans.

He has also spoken to both local and international 

platforms such as the United Nations Model in Thailand 

Bangkok, the African Investment Masterclass in Nairobi 

Kenya, The National Entrepreneurial forum in Port Louis 

Mauritius and many more. 

Kudoti is a technology company working to create large 

scale innovation in the waste management and 

recycling space for emerging economies. We are 

focused on building the circular economy through 

digitization and efficiency optimization of waste 

operations in emerging economies. Our solution 

connects all waste stakeholders together into a single 

digital platform in order to improve the efficiency of 

waste collection and recycling, whether that is within 

waste management companies or across informal waste 

collectors.

Kudoti's goal is to create the technology tools that 

empower companies, individuals and governments to 

better manage waste and recycle more through 

maximizing the efficient use of existing capabilities and 

assets. The company tools are specifically designed to 

power the circular economy in Africa and beyond by 

building a scalable digital infrastructure for waste 

management and recycling.

Kudoti's platform serves as the digital infrastructure that 

enables the most efficient aggregation, transportation 

and treatment of waste for both formal and informal 

waste sector entities. Through its cloud-based platform 

and SMS integration, it has enable coordination between 

all waste stakeholders as well as tracking and analysis of 

the waste volumes that are collected. Our software as a 

service platform is a scalable and cost-effective way to 

maximize the use of existing assets for waste 

management while giving insights into how the system 

and process can then be further improved.

The platform has three primary functions: 

Ÿ Enable coordination of waste activities across 

multiple actors

Ÿ Facilitate utilization and planning of assets for 

logistics and recycling

Ÿ Monitor and analyze waste activities

Gift LUBELE

Kudoti
www.kudoti.com
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Murendeni is a water scientist with 10 years experience working within the water and 

sanitation sector, and a YALE University Mandela Washington Fellow, 2014. He started 

off working within the City of Cape Town as a water scientist and then Johannesburg 

water.

He studied chemistry at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology and is currently 

founder of Kusini Water. Kusini Water has developed a mobile solar powered water 

treatment system. The system uses often wasted macadamia nut shells as activated 

carbon and a locally produced nano-fibre membrane to produce more water using 

renewable energy than the current best practice of Reverse Osmosis. He is self-

taught in the field of Nano-technology and over the last 5 years has used the internet 

to develop a new nano-fibre membrane for water purification. He sees Kusini Water 

as a private water utility company working within communities to significantly 

improve access to drinking water.

Kusini Water is a social enterprise established in 2016 and works with local companies 

to increase access to safe drinking water. Kusini water uses locally sourced 

macadamia nut shells that would otherwise be wasted. Kusini filters are low pressure 

and low energy, meaning that they use solar power at large scale and zero grid 

electricity.

The organisation is innovative not only in the way it purifies water, but also through its 

decentralising treatment that ensures a more local distribution of water. Kusini 

systems produce more water while using less energy than comparable technology  

Murendeni MAFUMO

Kusini Water
www.kusiniwater.co.za
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Palesa is a former banker turned multi-Award-winning social entrepreneur and 

youth education and employability activist. Palesa holds a Bachelor of Commerce 

Degree in Marketing Management and Honours Degree in Business Management. 

Her humble beginnings inspired her to have an audacious goal of making young 

people employable. She founded PRIYO TECH to provide access to business 

opportunities and technology to under served communities by focusing on 

vulnerable groups such as in school and out of school youth, the girl child and 

children with disabilities predominantly living in rural, township/slum areas and 

refugee camps with the ultimate goal to make young people employable and bridge 

the digital divide. 

Priyo Tech empower youth to create their own employment opportunities by 

breaking the wheel of poverty in rural and township areas by creating their own value 

chains and ecosystem. The Start-Up-Scale-Up (SUSU) is an innovative process that 

empowers youth start-up companies who cannot afford office space the 

convenience of a solar-portable-storage-stand that transform any location into an 

instant business on the go. Priyo Tech is a catalyst for creating youth employment 

opportunities and equip them with 4IR skills while they are still in school using a 

portable solar computer lab that helps teachers integrate ICT into the education 

system and offer unemployed youth skills in IT, Coding, AI, VR, Job preparedness and 

entrepreneurship. After obtaining these skills, Priyo Tech helps them to Start-Up-

Scale-up their businesses by assisting them with training and semi-small scale 

funding. 

Palesa MAHLATJI

Priyo Tech
www.priyotech.co.za
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Lungile Maile is the founder of Nubian Smarts, an Edtech startup based in the east of 

Johannesburg. Nubian smarts specialises in creating educational mobile games 

centred around making learning fun. She is a staunch believer in the power of 

education, and it is this belief that drives her determination in creating innovative and 

engaging educational solutions that will empower the African child.

Among her many achievements in the short time that she has had the company, she 

is one of 50 most inspiring women of the South African panorama in 2018 and a 

winner of the 2018 Pioneer Foods Community Champion. In 2019 she was also 

selected as one of the 100 Shining Stars of Ekurhuleni.

She is a multi-talented young woman who has an extensive background in the FMCG 

sector, this is where she realized that South Africa needed innovative solutions to 

address the education crisis. 

Nubian Smarts (PTY) LTD is a female black owned company that strives to improve 

the educational experience of all African children, by creating mobile applications 

that are dedicated towards making learning fun.

The company is committed to creating educational solutions that will engage and 

inspire the African child. The first product offering is the Numaths Kids App which 

was created in consultation with Grade R and Grade 1 school teachers. This app 

provides access to 120 games developed to excite and entertain children, while 

assisting them with understanding the maths curriculum. Free to download via the 

Google Play app, games can be played offline without data, to provide an affordable 

educational tool that caters to children aged between three and eight years old.

Lungile MAILE

Nubian Smarts
www.numathsapp.com
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If you are looking for words to describe Kathryn CEO the Money Savvy brands, quirky, 

determined, visionary and masterful are just some that spring to mind.  Kathryn is an 

author and multiple award winning businesswoman and has won awards for her 

advertising agency as well as Money Savvy Kids. Kathryn has a passion to change the 

face of education on the African continent through financial literacy education and 

training. The Money Savvy brands are revolutionizing the way financial knowledge is 

disseminated to younger generations of South Africans. Money Savvy Kids + Teens 

promotes in youth the skills, knowledge attitudes and behaviors required to be 

financially independent. 

Poor financial decisions can have a long-lasting impact. MSK is not just a product. It is 

a pathway to developing mind-sets that will ensure South Africa's not only work their 

way out of poverty, but that they have the tools to stay out. MSK is revolutionising the 

way financial knowledge is disseminated to younger generations of South Africans. It 

is questioning the traditional schooling system, which currently produces more 

followers than leaders. It infuses children, from a very young age, with the problem-

solving and critical thinking skills they need to make financial decisions now and in 

the future, using the analytical skills they learn through the program. 

Kathryn MAIN

Money Savvy Kids
www.moneysavvykids.co.za
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Zuko Mandlakazi is a founder of Senso, an early stage start-up engaged on building 

solutions to help people be alert to lifesaving sounds. Zuko has been invited to and 

participated in the Pioneers Festival in Austria. He's shown Senso and gave a talk on 

smart cities at the Eureka Innovation Week in Sweden and participated on the 

internationally acclaimed The Venture Leaders in Switzerland. He's currently a 

Mandela Washington Fellow, has been selected by Africa Innovation Summit as one 

of the top 50 African Innovators and is a recipient of the Youth Challenge award by the 

Development Bank of Southern Africa.

Senso is focused on creating sound assistive tools that assists Deaf and Hard of 

Hearing People to be alert to life-saving sounds, be connected to the world around us 

and make it possible to use ones wrist in order to manoeuvre the world around us 

better. The flagship product is a wrist wearable that picks up sounds, communicate 

these sounds to the user through vibration and color-coded LED lights. 

Zuko MANDLAKAZI

Senso
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Employed as a school librarian, and then finding herself unemployed, Renshia 

Manuel was desperate to find employment to feed her 4 children. 18 months later 

(March 2016) and still unemployed, she entrered a youth entrepreneurship 

competition to submit ideas for a sustainable business that would create 

employment and empower the communities that they come from. Looking at her 

community of Hanover Park, riddled with gang violence, poverty and 

unemployment, she wanted to do something that would empower other mothers in 

the same situation, by providing employment and skills so that they in turn will be 

able to provide for their own children. She wanted other families to also start 

gardening for the table (as she had during her unemployment), and that is how 

GrowBox was born. 

GrowBox is a social enterprise that strives to empower disadvantaged urban 

households with the skills and capacity of food gardening to strengthen their access 

to food sovereignty. GrowBox therefore facilitates food gardening workshops (with 

the support of corporates, government entities and NGOs). They also provide the 

beneficiaries with gardening starter kits and ongoing support. Another pillar of 

GrowBox is their veggie box production. These boxes (wooden raised beds) gives the 

client access to "land space" where they have none. This is perfect for informal 

settlements, patio or balcony spaces. An added value proposition is their wholesale 

seedling nursery that grows vegetable and herb seedlings - supplying to farms, retail 

nurseries, government, community organisations and NGOs/NPOs.

Renshia MANUEL

GrowBox
www.growboxnursery.com
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She was born to a domestic worker named Anna Mavhungu in 1988. Her mother had 

2 other sons from a previous marriage but lost her husband when the children were 

very young. She was the sole breadwinner when she lived with her mother and father 

in Venda which was a country on its own until it merged with South Africa Post-

Apartheid in 1993. Her mother moved to an Indian location in Pretoria where she was 

taken in by an Indian Family and worked there for 30 years. When she was born, her 

father left her mother upon finding out she was to give birth to a baby girl because he 

wanted a son to fulfill his legacy. The grand-mother of the Indian family invited her 

mother to give birth in Laudium to bring her up there and give her the opportunity of 

a better life. It was an opportunity to provide Portia with a good education and 

change the narrative of her life. She graduated from a High school named Himalaya 

secondary in 2008 and went on to study marketing. However, she soon realised that it 
rd was not her passion and left in 3 year. She then went to work for 2 large South African 

companies named TELKOM SA and Barclays Bank in which she pursued her studies 

in Information Technology softwear and hardware. In 2016, she started her own 

medical innovation company called PRD Logical Solutions which is a company that 

focuses on medical device innovation for persons living with disabilities.

In 2011, she had a major accident which resulted in her being wheelchair bound. She 

went into deep depression as she felt she had lost her independence and dignity 

when using the bathroom and needing assistance from her mother and 

grandmother to lift her off the wheelchair to the toilet seat. She eventually decided to 

change the situation for herself and her loved ones for a better future in the long term. 

Therefore, she came up with a new concept and invented a wheelchair mechanism 

she named the Para Tube. It is a seat that retro fits onto any existing wheelchair 

working together with disposable biodegradable bags. It has a built-in toilet allowing 

the user to use the bathroom without being lifted off the wheelchair. This para tube 

gives independence and dignity to the user. This led her to start a Company called 

PRD Logical Solutions which focuses on medical device innovation for persons living 

with disabilities

Portia Refilwe 
MAVHUNGU

PRD Logical Solutions
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I have taken a scenic route to where I am today. Born and raised by entrepreneurial 

parents in Zimbabwe, after studying Mass Communication and working as a journalist in 

that country, Mawoneke left Zimbabwe to further her studies in South Africa in 1996. She 

graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Journalism, Bachelor of Law and a Master of 

Business Leadership. She is an attorney of the High Court of the Cape of God Hope.

It was while she was practicing as an attorney that her resolve to build a successful 

company grew and was made solid. To that end she started making and selling 

fermented milk. This was short-lived. She had not done her homework so she had to stop. 

She tried her hand at making bread. This was a dismal failure again. Not to be 

discouraged easily she started buying and selling fruit and vegetables. All these attempts 

while she was working as an attorney. She had her first breakthrough in business while 

selling fruit and she made her first fruit export to Europe. This was followed shortly by the 

launch of a range of alcohol alternative drinks under the brand names BREVA and 

Paradise. The drinks, that are an alternative to alcoholic drinks, are in some of the major 

retail outlets of South Africa.

Mawoneke enjoys reading, cooking (and eating) and traveling to explore various cultures 

and food. She is athletic and a swimmer. She lives in Johannesburg, South Africa.

In January 2020 Mawoneke commenced the development of dairy alternative products 

using a legume that is widely available in Africa, bambara ground nuts. She soon invited 

other specialist to join the business as partners.

Bambara is the third most important legume in Africa after peanuts and cow peas, with 

more nutritional value than milk yet completely understated. The production of bambara 

ground nut dairy alternative products would relieve the world of the harm caused by 

raising cattle, and would in particular provide a healthy, affordable and environmentally 

friendly alternative for the cities in Africa and France.

The company currently has two products : plant based milk and yoghurt, both drinking 

and scooping yoghurt and is developing more products.

Their objective to sell their products in retail in South Africa and to export to other 

countries as well as partner with international food relief organisations such as FAO, 

UNFP, UNICEF, Mercy Corps and Action Against Hunger in providing affordable plant 

based milk products while procuring from small scale women farmers. The products are 

under the brand name Sensible Foods.

Gladys MAWONEKE

Sensible Foods
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Vukile Clinton Mchunu is an award winning Entrepreneur, Author and Public 

speaker, with a background in Transport and logistics but now studying Political 

leadership and majoring in international politics and policy writing. He is the founder 

and CEO of Clinton Group, a company that aims to provide sustainable solutions to 

African problems. He has worked with many successful organizations and 

entrepreneurs and has managed to make a great impact in different parts of the 

world.  In 2018 he was listed as one of the top 100 young African leaders in the SADC 

region and also the top  young business disruptors. He is the author of two books 

titled The Lonely Road to the Top and How to Pursue your Dreams when surrounded 

by Unsupportive People.

Vukile is also the founder of indoda talk, a platform created for men and boys to 

improve their image and transform them into the best versions of themselves. In 2019 

Vukile was one of the South African young leaders selected to represent South Africa 

at the United Nations Global conference in Malaysia Asia and is also the winner of the 

BMF and standard bank innovation challenge 2019.  He is a Yali Alumni in Business 

development and one of the top 8 Entrepreneurs who are currently participating in 

the ClimateLaunchpad competition.

Clinton Group an award winning Pan-African start up that aims to provide 

sustainable solutions in the African continent and beyond.  Currently Clinton Group 

playing a major role in ensuring that we get rid of pollution and build smart cities by 

ensuring that we don' t use a lot of land to build more landfill sites. Clinton Group is 

manufacturing a waste bag that is biodegradable, waterproof, environmentally 

friendly , recyclable and made from a renewable cellulosic plant.

This start up has partnered with different organizations in South Africa including well 

known banks.

Vukile Clinton
MCHUNU

Clinton Group
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Valerie has 28 years' worth of experience in corporate communications, organisation, 

management, and strategy. In 1999, she took over the management of a business to 

turn it around; this is what catapulted her entrepreneurial journey. 

Over the past 19 years, Valerie has established a chain of vet shops, transformed 

beachfront properties into successful boutique hotels and purchased an importing 

company and, after three years, had increased its turnover by 300% and sold it for four 

times its purchase price. 

One of Valerie's greatest achievements was winning the 2011 International Woman's 

Entrepreneurial Award in Manhattan, New York. The following year, she was a finalist 

in the Regional Businesswoman of the Year Award, which she considers to be a high 

honour.  

Valerie's leadership style includes remaining an ethical, quality and non-

compromising leader. She firmly believes in the growth of her employees, and 

regularly provide them with training sessions to ensure they make the best of the 

opportunities made available to them. Quality service delivery is of the utmost 

importance to Valerie and motivates her team to have the same goal.

GEO Data Design (GDD) is a geospatial solutions company that helps organisations 

worldwide by providing geospatial solutions to support decision-making. GDD offers 

geospatial solutions to a variety of industries (such as agriculture, defence and 

security, forestry, mining and transportation), as well as solutions to climate change, 

environmental monitoring, disaster management and water resources. GDD's 

flagship solution, Prometeo, is a location-intelligence risk measuring, managing and 

monitoring solution focusing on biomass and the changing state of the biomass. The 

service is deployed as a cloud-based DaaS and SaaS enabling device agnosticism. The 

solution is focused on providing foresight that would allow proactive interventions to 

mitigate potential fire risk.  

Valerie MENTZ

GEO Data Design
www.geodatadesign.co.za | www.theprometeogroup.com
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UrbanSense™ is founded by highly successful individual, 

Unathi Mkiva, a chartered accountant [CA(SA)] and also a 

registered auditor. In 2019, Unathi was a finalist in the 

SAICA Top-35-under-35 competition which was launched 

by SAICA in 2014 to recognize its young CA(SA) achievers. 

Unemployment in South Africa is in excess of 30%. 

SMME's lifecycles in SA typically does not exceed 3 years 

due to; Lack of access to markets, Lack of profitability, 

Lack of financial & business acumen and couple with the 

following customer related concerns which affect 

gaining of access to market by SME's: Service Quality; 

Safety and Security; Costing

UrbanSense™ is a personal services solution which helps 

close the unemployment gap and low growth in 

emerging businesses by giving a platform for service 

providers to offer their services to customers there by 

bridging the gap between customer and those who 

provide services. Customers benefit from peer verified 

service providers, low cost, guarantee on service quality 

and completion, secured payment process. 

UrbanSense™ provides a seamless App which provides 

peace of mind for customers as the service providers or 

partners are vetted for criminal, previous work experience 

or skills verification. Customers are obliged to rate a 

service provider or partner service level for continuous 

piece of mind for other customers. This process ensures 

that all partners maintain a high service level and get a 

cost-effective solution in order to deliver our promise to all 

customers. UrbanSense™ utilizes in-App payment 

solutions and accepts all credit cards for payments.

There is a growing need for personal services and 

solutions which are safe and secured for customers. Take 

for an example an urban based single female that lives 

alone, how does she ensure she is safe when getting 

services of a plumbers, tilers, gardeners etc. and also 

ensure she gets high quality service? UrbanSense™ is the 

solution.

With high unemployment and low growth of emerging 

businesses in the continent, UrbanSense™ provides a 

platform where customers and service providers meet 

breaking the barriers of accessibility to each other.

The company further focused on the following market 

opportunities; Smart Phone Growth; Middle-class 

Growth; . High Urbanisation; High Gap - Customer 

vs Service Providers.

UrbanSense™ has had success since it launched, in 2019 

it was nominated for Seed Stars Global Competition and 

reached the regional stage of the competition.

The App was also nominated for the MTN App of the year 

competition in 2019. In the same year the company was 

nominated by Huawei as part of the special App 

development to attend a Huawei Developer day in Cape 

Town.

The App has also been featured on numerous national 

Radio Stations e.g. Radio2000, 1873FM, and many more.

The App continues to have success as there are more 

than 1000 service providers and more than 3000 

customers who sign up each month sing it launched. 

Unathi MKIVA

UrbanSense
www.urbansense.co.za
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Pontsho is the founder of a cleantech start-up called Yellow Beast (Pty) Ltd. He is a 

spirited individual, with an interest in continuous personal development. A civil 

engineering practitioner by training, he ventured into entrepreneurship and went 

down that rabbit hole; and now identifies as a person who asks for money from larger 

organisations, to run science experiments in the marketplace, in order to solve some 

of the world's pressing issues. At the core of this belief is that it is possible to integrate 

humanity into the technology is developed, so that the challenges that are difficult to 

solve directly can be mitigated by the tools created to give meaning on the planet.

Apart from science & technology, his interests are woodwork, painting, music, 

writing, teaching and learning.

Nosetsa is a digital water use efficiency product. It is an add-on that couples with 

existing technology to provide a precise irrigation in crop growing markets. It pairs 

with mobile irrigation systems like center pivots and linear systems, as well as fixed 

systems like micro sprinklers. The value add makes irrigation precise by monitoring 

and controlling itself the environment in which it operates, remotely, and deploys 

water accordingly, when it is needed. This avoids natural evaporation, prevents 

human related over-irrigation, and protects crop from harm from aphids, predators 

and vectors by ensuring the correct amount of moisture is used up by the plants, and 

when that water depletes, it replenishes the crop-soil interface, all autonomously. The 

device comes in the form of hardware, which is purchasable from Yellow Beast (Pty) 

Ltd, and the product comes with a subscription service that manages the precision 

on a recurring basis.

Pontsho MOLETSANE

Yellow Beast
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Tshepo is the Founder and CEO of StokFella (Pty) Ltd. Tshepo started his schooling at 

a local school in Soweto and completed his matric at Malvern High School. He 

currently holds a Master's in Mechanical Engineering and a Master's in Finance both 

from the University of Johannesburg. Tshepo has 7 years' experience in the Finance 

industry where he acquired financial modelling, client value proposition and 

business strategy skills and a further 2 years' experience in mining consulting. His 

view on wealth is that it more fulfilling when it is achieved as a group then as an 

individual.

thStokFella is a Fintech solution that is aimed to revolutionise a 19  century practice 

stokvel (i.e. social investment clubs) into a modern and tech savvy sector that allows 

more than 8.5million South Africans to participate in the economy of the country. It is 

a secured online Club Savings Account that makes it easier for social investment 

clubs to manage their admin, monthly payments and claims online or through its 

app. StokFella's vision is to enable all people to build wealth together the simple way. 

Tshepo MOLOI

StokFella
www.StokFella.com
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Nonhlanhla Mosalo is the founder and Managing Director of Afrigotel Tech, 

established in 2015.

She has a degree in IT and has worked for Vodacom SA as a Tech and for Liquid 

Telecoms as a key accounts Manager.

Afrigotel Tech is an IT Telecommunication company. They develop software 

applications, and have developed an application that will assist with Covid-19, called 

Covid-19 watchdog

The Watchdog app emphasizes awareness of COVID-19 and assists in social 

distancing with a vibration alert when 1.5 metres are not observed between 

application users. It captures all the MAC addresses of the people that the user came 

in contact with via Bluetooth, and once a user tests positive, it alerts all other MAC 

addresses that were in contact with the positive tested user through push 

notifications, without revealing the identity or personal information of the main user. 

It sends an alert to the user every 5 minutes reminding them to adhere to safety 

precautions e.g. the culture of washing hands and the culture of wearing a mask in 

public.

Nonhlanhla MOSALO

Afrigotel Tech
www.afrigoteltech.co.za
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Hleziphi, an Electrical Engineer by profession, is a Built 

Environment professional with experience in 

Renewable Energy engineering management, contract 

management, project planning, project controls, 

project and programme management and stakeholder 

engagement for Renewable Energy and Planning 

projects. Over the 12 years within the Built Environment, 

she has not only strived to enhance technical skills in her 

field, also leadership skills through her work and 

exposure to executive leadership tasks and roles, in 

South Africa and the UK. 

She is formerly a Senior Project Manager within 

Renewables overseeing a Lender's Technical Advisory 

(LTA) multi-disciplinary team taking Renewable Energy 

(Solar/Wind/Hydro) projects from bid submission / 

feasibility, Financial Close and Commercial Operation, 

Construction Monitoring and Operations Monitoring. 

She was recently a Technical Manager within an IPP's 

Solar Energy Division responsible for project managing 

greenfield project under development, project in 

negotiation towards Financial Close, preliminary design 

for small to medium ground-mounted and rooftop 

Commercial, Residential and Industrial projects. 

Hleziphi is currently the Founder and CEO and director 

of In Pursuit Projects and Technology Services, a Pan-

African Energy Development and Implementation 

company,  drawing f rom her  extensive  Bui l t 

Environment and Energy sectors' experience. She is also 

the Chief Operations Officer for Bonang Power and 

Energy, a South Africa Independent Power Producer 

that develops and implements Energy projects across 

the continent of Africa.

In Pursuit Projects and Technology Services is a pan-

A f r i c a n  4 I R  f o c u s e d  E n e r g y  D e ve l o p m e n t , 

Implementation, Energy Consulting firm established in 

2017. We offer tailored Engineering, Advisory, Project 

Management and Energy Technology Management 

solutions. We have over 10 years in the African Built 

Environment sector, over 7 years in Renewable Project 

Development and Implementation in the Public and 

Private Sectors including the REIPPPP and the 

Commercial and Industrial Sector (C&I) in the Continent 

(<1000MW). In the REIPPPP we have taken multiple 

Projects to Bid Submission, 2 Projects to Financial Close, 

Taken a Project to COD.

In the C&I Sector we develop and implement small 

to  medium  scale  gr id  connected  so lar  and 

hybrid facilities with diesel/storage. Our focus 

sectors include Commercial, Industry, Agriculture, 

Telecommunications, Residential, Utilities, Water and 

Sanitation.

Our current Work Portfolio includes Feasibility Studies, 

Energy Management, Advisory, Power Generation 

Infrastructure and Technology Management. Our 

biggest project in our portfolio is the biggest (450 MW) 

solar farm currently under development in South Africa 

located in the Free State Province, where we are 

providing project development advisory and Project 

Management services.

Our Footprint expands to South Africa, Swaziland, 

Botswana, Kenya, Mozambique, Uganda, Zimbabwe.

Hleziphi MTSHIZANA

In Pursuit Projects and Technology Services
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Ropah is the CEO and co-founder of Kweza Technologies. She is a writer, speaker, and 

Podcast host of a new educational podcast focused on demystifying the fundraising 

process for African startups. A  finance graduate from the University of Cape Town 

she has previously worked for Yoco, a fintech payments company which was a 

stepping stone to her entrepreneurial journey. Ropah is passionate about people as 

well as the growth of small businesses. She was part of the 2019 cohort of the 

Meltwater entrepreneurship school of technology where she spent d a year in Accra 

Ghana with 52 other African entrepreneurs. 

Kweza is a last-mile distribution service for inventory and digital services to informal 

retailers (spaza shops). We are giving spaza shops visibility and access to the cheapest 

available pricing for their inventory and facilitate delivery to store within 24 hours. Our 

mission is to be partners in the growth stories of small businesses and help them 

optimize, formalize, and grow their businesses through technology.

Ropafadzo MUSVAIRE

Kweza Technologies
www.kweza.co.za
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Jaishree is the CEO and co-founder of Envisionit Deep AI, an innovative medical 

technology company that utilizes artificial intelligence to streamline and improve 

medical imaging diagnosis. She is a paediatric radiologist and a dedicated medical 

specialist who has served the state health care system for 20 years. She has chaired 

the South African Society of Paediatric Imaging (SASPI), is the President of the 

African Society of Paediatric Imaging (AfSPI) and serves on the Executive Council of 

the World Federation of Paediatric Imaging (WFPI) and African Society of Radiology 

(ASR). Her special area of interest in pattern recognition and deep learning in 

radiology is driven by her passion for her sub speciality and the need to positively 

influence the lives of children by offering sustainable healthcare solutions in Africa.

Established in 2019, Envisionit Deep AI is an innovative medical technology company 

that utilises AI to streamline and improve medical imaging diagnosis for radiologists. 

They are guided by their vision to positively impact the lives of people in Africa by 

using revolutionary technology to democratise access to healthcare for all. Envisionit 

Deep AI has just launched a free online version of RADIFY, their AI solution for 

radiologists and medical doctors. RADIFY, in response to the COVID-19 outbreak, has 

been offered free of charge to support hospitals, doctors and any other public and 

private organisation using X-ray in the identification and treatment of COVID-19 

pneumonia. RADIFY is capable of labelling 20 different pathologies on x-rays at a rate 

of 2000 x-rays per minute, which is 2000 times faster than a human being!

Jaishree NAIDOO

Envisionit Deep AI
www.edai.africa | www.radify.ai
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Johannes is the CEO of Diepsloot Kasi Hive, and represents his team in every means. 

He is an Entrepreneur and Agripreneur who is passionate about innovation and 

technology. He looks at every problem as an opportunity to innovate and make a 

living. He believes more in actions than just plans.

We develop innovative solutions based on challenges that we see and have in our 

community and others. We are a Tech Startup based in Diepsloot, have been in 

operation for 5 years and have employed about 8 people to date.

We have developed an online Digital Market place for both medium, small and 

emerging farmers, an interactive tool that interlinks farmers with large markets and 

farming communities, giving them exposure and a broad access to the large market, 

allowing and assisting them to become more profitable, so that they can grow and 

expand.  Through this system farmers create profiles and start selling by telling the 

world what they are planting, growing and producing (seasonally). 

Farmers are then able to trade (buy or sell from other farmers and to consumers) 

online. Farmers can also swap or donate crops/seedlings/compost/equipment etc. 

These transactions and interactions are done conveniently and confidentially online 

allowing them to also share farming experiences.

Johannes NKALE

Diepsloot Kasi Hive
www.emarketcommunity.com
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Lipuo is a Philanthropist and an Entrepreneur. Her company, Limomonane, produces 

award-winning natural jam, marmalade and canned peaches that have been 

featured on various magazines in Lesotho and South Africa. Lipuo has won several 

prizes regionally for her semi-organic products that are a combination of health and 

taste. Lipuo also runs a non-profit, Limomonane Trust, that incubates youth and 

women in rural areas to educate them on climate change, adoption of climate smart 

agriculture and strengthens their ability to develop and implement participatory 

policies around access to sustainable water supply, clean water, and clean energy, 

using evidence-based knowledge, while simultaneously improving their economic 

situation. Lipuo also sits on the advisory panel for the Lesotho Millennium 

Development Account for Compact II. She is a Laureate and Ambassador for Women 

in Africa (WIA). She is also a Mandela Washington Fellow

Established in 2018, Limomonane Products is an agro company that is runs a 50 acres' 

fruit orchard as well as a processing plant that works with and empowers 

disenfranchised women and offers them financial independence and an 

opportunity to upskill. Limomonane Products produces and processes fruit to make 

jam, marmalade, dried and canned fruit. The company has recently launched a trust 

that runs an incubation for rural women and youth to educate them on climate 

change, adoption of climate smart agriculture and strengthens their ability to 

develop and implement participatory policies around access to sustainable water 

supply, clean water, and clean energy, using evidence-based knowledge, while 

simultaneously improving their economic situation.

Lipuo NKHOLI

Limomonane Products
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Zoë is a passionate and mission-led founder of Honest Care, on a mission to build tech 

solutions that will benefit African woman. After completing her degree in 

Accounting she explored the USA and came back with a fire to pursue a career in 

technology and build solutions for woman. She currently serves as the CEO of Honest 

Care and is happy to help woman all over Africa. 

Honest Care is a family and working parent benefits platform used to partner with 

companies in helping them support their working parents. Honest Care provides 

services such as online kids and family classes, honest care guides to inform parents 

of any questions they have with parenting, sleep, lactation and more. 

Zoë NTLANE

Honest Care
www.honestcareworld.com
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Lerato Nyokong was born and raised in Johannesburg South Africa. She has a BSc 

honours in Chemical Engineering from the University of the Witswatersrand. She 

worked for one of the biggest petroleum companies in the world for 5 years, before 

embarking full time as an entrepreneur. Lerato is also a board member of a non-profit 

organization involved in the rural areas of South Africa, helping the youth through 

entrepreneurship, education and talent management. Lerato has been in 

entrepreneurship for the past 5 years. This has been a journey of self-discovery, 

victories and failures but happiness all the way. Lerato has been married for 9 years 

and is blessed with 3 lovely children. She loves spending time outdoors with her 

family as well as reading and watching movies. Her love for helping others to reach 

their full potential is there reason why she wakes up in the morning.

Kgaisano Fresh Harvest primary cooperative is a agricultural company based in 

Johannesburg South Africa, that grows and sells fresh, high nutritional value 

vegetables and herbs. The company currently utilises hydroponic and traditional 

farming methods, working towards providing 100% organic crops. As the company 

grows, it will expand its product line / services and provide hydroponic awareness as 

well as aquaponics to grow rainbow trout to other parts across Africa,  may it be on 

the rooftop or in greenhouses (installation, training with a manual and maintenance 

when required). Kgaisano Fresh Harvest is a 100% black female owned cooperative 

with different skills such as  horticulture, agriculture and chemical engineering 

acquired through study and experience. Currently, Kgaisano has two boxes that are 

on the market, the salad box which consists of living lettuce bouquet, cherry 

tomatoes, fuerte avocados, cucumber and robot peppers as well as the seasonal 

fruitbox consisting mainly of apples, bananas, avocados and berries.

Lerato NYOKONG

Kgaisano Frech Harvest
www.kgaisanofreshharvest.co.za
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Samantha grew up in Pietermaritzburg. She attended The Grange Primary School 

and later went to Pietermaritzburg Girl's High where she excelled in Netball and 

Badminton, and loved the choir as well. After matriculating from Pietermaritzburg 

Girls High, she migrated to Pretoria where she received her degree in Bachelor of 

Science in Mathematical Statistics in 2016. After graduating, Samantha worked at 

Sustainable Entrepreneur Accelerator (SEA) Africa as a Research Intern for Dr Pali 

Lehohla (Former Statistician General of South Africa) in 2017. In 2018, Samantha was 

appointed as Lead Impact and Learning Management System at the Global 

Entrepreneurship Network (GEN) Africa 22 ON SLOANE and left to being a full-time 

mom. In 2019, she started Threams and hopes to launch in September 2020.

Threams (formally known as BeaYuu) was started in October 2019 and then later 

changed to Threams in 2020. It is a virtual platform that offers consumers and 

providers groom-hailing services (salon and peer to peer hair, nail, makeup, and wax 

care). It also provides an artificial intelligence (AI) and hope the augmented reality 

(AR) system will help with the innovation of new hair designs. The purpose of this 

platform is for customers to find reliable, affordable and quality nail, hair and makeup 

technicians; reduce the time spent in salons; allow salons to be able to maintain and 

keep existing clients; enable salons to acquire new clients through the platform, 

making it easier for clients to find salons in their area and finally to create new 

product designs. 

Samantha
OKECHUKWU

Threams
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Tanaka is a goal oriented and focused young lady, the founder of Easy Grown Mental 

Health Care Organisation. She holds an upper second-class degree BSc Honours in 

Psychology, a distinct research on the correlation of addictions and depression. She 

was awarded in 2019 with Youth Action Net as one of the young entrepreneurs 

impacting positively in their community. Tanaka also holds a Masters Degree MBA. 

She completed with a Distinction in Research. The research topic Is an investigation 

into the Relationship Between Organizational Culture and Employee Commitment. 

Tanaka Is currently pursuing with her PhD Doctorate degree of Business 

Management in Technology and Innovation.

Easy Grown Mental Health Care is a global mental health care company with a 

reputation for operating high-quality services and delivering excellent patient care. 

Established in South Africa, in 2018, by Tanaka Pasipamire, a qualified Psychologist 

and MBA. Easy Grown Mental Health Care provides acute health care services. The 

company delivers a range of acute and primary mental healthcare services globally, 

making it one of the largest and most diverse private mental healthcare companies 

in the world.

Easy Grown Mental facilities cater for a broad range of mental health care needs from 

primary care to highly-complex. These include Therapy, Addictions, Rehabilitation, 

Anxiety, Depression, Nursing Homes, Dementia, Schizophrenia, Mental disorders, 

Attention Deficit Disorder, Family Reconciliations, Work Counselling. The company 

employs Psychiatrists, Psychologists, Nurses, Doctors, Counsellors.

Easy Grown Mental Health Care is committed to ongoing improvement of patient 

care in all areas. While we have an excellent record in delivering quality patient care 

and managing risks, we continue to focus on improvements that will keep us at the 

forefront of mental health care delivery. To this end, Easy Grown Mental Health Care 

prides itself on listening and responding to the needs of our patients. We continually 

evaluate and improve on all aspects of our performance through customer 

satisfaction surveys and formal feedback processes.

Febbie Tanaka
PASIPAMIRE

Easy Grown Mental Health Care
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Founder and Director of Kgopelang Medical Services, a 100% Black women owned 

medical services company, with Travelling Nurse Insurance Medical Service at its 

core. 

Grany is a self-motivated individual, with an excellent track record as a Senior 

Professional Nurse, and a wealth of experience in nursing, with over 20 years 

combined experience in different fields such as Neuro-surgery, Orthopaedics, 

Psychiatry and Community Health Nursing (Primary Health Care) and Midwifery 

within the Public Hospitals , Local Municipality Clinics and in Private Hospitals.

She has an intimate understanding of the Insurance Industry having been exposed 

to risk management as a travelling nurse for Liberty Life and Brightrock, and an 

underwriter for different insurance companies. 

Kgopelang Medical Services offers an ingenious mobile facility to conduct a 

repertoire of on-location basic medical, insurance and wellness examinations and 

tests that may be conducted by a registered nurse.

We are driven by the belief that our services present a much-needed solution for 

insurers, corporates, pathology laboratories and corporates, pathology laboratories 

and medical aid schemes, while adding value and convenience for their clients at the 

same time

Within the scope of our work we have a network of contracted professionally 

qualified nurses who are strategically located in key areas in five of our provinces 

nationwide: Gauteng, Mpumalanga, North West, Free State and Limpopo, with roll 

out to the other provinces set to take place soon.

Grany RAMATSETSE

Kgopelang Medical Services
www.kgopelang.co.za
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Charl Reyneke has a curious mind and an adventurous spirit. He has always excelled 

in understanding people and systems and it showed through passing his Industrial 

Engineering degree cum laude as well as holding many leadership positions 

throughout his life. He knows that people are more capable than they think and has 

learned how to play guitar with only 2 fingers on his left hand. In 2017 he moved to a 

South African township and in 2018 co-facilitated a national operating model process 

implementation for a large corporate. The move to a township was partly motivated 

by his belief that a massive issue of today is the disconnection between communities. 

By the end of 2018 he realised the need to start using innovation and technology to 

solve social issues and founded Heartflow and Cheese. 

Heartflow provides tools to enable effective aid. It does this through implementing 

workflow for non-profits and running a coupon system. Coupons are bought by 

members of the public, handed out to those in need and redeemed for a specified 

form of relief (e.g. food) at a local organisation. At the organisation they can receive 

more holistic support. Heartflow has received endorsement from the local City Mayor 

and University Rector. It has also been featured on national news channels and 

became operationally independent of external funding by the end of 2019. Cheese is a 

digitised version of the paper-based coupon system. Cheese App Pty Ltd also 

develops the workflow for non-profits as well as other tools such as biometric 

identification through facial recognition to increase organisation effectivity. 

Charl REYNEKE

Heartflow
www.cheeseapp.org | www.heartflow.org.za
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Jacqueline Rogers has been an entrepreneur in the pregnancy industry for the last 12 

years. She started her first business when she fell pregnant.

Throughout her entrepreneurial journey she always looked out for other 

opportunities, until one day she came across shocking statistics when it comes to 

pregnancies in Africa. She did a year of research and it took her and her team 2 years 

of putting the project together. The 'My Pregnancy Journey' app went live in August 

2019 and has received downloads from all over Africa and also from many other parts 

in the world. 

Earlier in 2019 she got picked by The World Health Organization as one of Africa's top 

30 innovators, and her app also won the MTN App of the year award for the women in 

STEM category. 

Jacqueline and her team have self-funded the project up-to-date and had to 

overcome many obstacles to get it to where it is today. She is now in the process 

looking for support to grow and scale the project and business. 

Jacqueline and her team created an educational pregnancy mobile solution that 

focuses on the unique challenges that African women and girls face. They have 

created a one of a kind e-Health pregnancy app, the first from the African continent. 

The problem their solution aims to address: Africa has some of the highest rates in the 

world when it comes to adolescent pregnancies, HIV infections and birth deaths, a 

factor that affects the health, education and earning potential of millions of African 

girls. 1 out of 4 women in Africa has a fatal pregnancy outcome, an outcome that 

could have been prevented. There are a couple things that contribute to this, one of 

them being a lack of information. They have created a platform that targets all these 

issues that allows for mass communication and a global reach. 

My Pregnancy Journey's aim is to empower all women with everything they need to 

know about pregnancy, health and parenting. Their future plans are to create a whole 

pregnancy digital health echo-system. 

Jacqueline ROGERS

My Pregnancy Journey
www.mypregnancyjourney.co.za
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Arno is an adventurous individual that possesses natural 

leadership and problem-solving qualities. Being a practical 

person, he studied towards a Mechanical Engineering 

degree at the prestigious Stellenbosch University, during 

which he also worked part-time for an events company as 

a manager, gaining experience in high pressure 

environments managing teams, customers, finances and 

hardware. He completed his final year project on Field 

Assisted Sintering Technology.

Thereafter, Arno pursued a master's degree in mechanical 

engineering in the field of material science which he 

completed in 2018, having simultaneously served the 

university as a research assistant and laboratory manager.

Arno started, as general manager, at BridgIoT where he 

was operating in a space far removed from his mechanical 

engineering background. However, Arno rose to the 

challenge 5-months after his appointment when the CEO 

at the time resigned with immediate effect. Arno stepped 

in where there was slack. Shortly after, BridgIoT's board, 

pleased with Arno's work, made the decision to not 

appoint a new CEO but to have Arno continue indefinitely 

as interim-CEO of BridgIoT.

BridgIoT (pronounced Bridge-IoT), supplies a turn-key IoT 

solution to its business-to-business clients allowing them 

to service a wide spectrum of end-users with similar 

requirements. Thus, BridgIoT follows a B2B2C approach, 

providing clients with all the tools necessary to unlock new 

markets or service an existing clients base with value 

adding technology. BridgIoT's primary focus is on the 

monitoring and control of household utilities, enabling 

end-users to unlock substantial savings and value.

BridgIoT supplies a complete software stack, f rom 

installation and fleet management to a white-labelled 

end-user application. Furthermore, BridgIoT provides its 

locally manufactured hardware, developed in-house, at 

low-cost to reduce capital layouts for large clients. The 

current hardware fleet exists of three products; Geasy – a 

smart geyser (hot water heater) controller, Dropula – a 

robust smart water metering unit, and a Flooding Sensor – 

a water detection sensor.

TechITEZ (pronounced “Tech it easy”), a sub-company of 

BridgIoT, was founded to pursue a niche that BridgIoT's 

value offering enables – namely that of IoT solutions in the 

insurance industry. TechITEZ integrates with the systems 

of the insurers and third-party service suppliers in order to 

provide a seamless customer experience.

A first target is the short-term insurance market, where in 

South Africa a considerable risk portion on home 

insurance policies can be attributed to hot water heaters. It 

is commonplace for these water heaters to be installed in 

the roof spaces of houses, which then pose a risk of 

damage and consequential losses if the water heater leaks 

or bursts.

The risk is so large that it makes financial sense for insurers 

to install Geasy units which provide leak detection and 

control valve capabilities, allowing for early detection and 

action to prevent or mitigate potential losses. The end-

user, the homeowner, receives the technology at no cost 

and is only responsible for the normal monthly insurance 

premium, but is then enabled to save ~25% on water 

heating costs, in some cases even able to completely cover 

the costs of the home insurance policy from the savings.

Arno SCHOLTZ

BridgeIoT | TechITEZ
www.bridgiot.co.za | www.techitez.co.za
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Edward Sekharume was born and brought up in Sharpeville, a a small township in 

Gauteng. He was raised with his younger brother by a single mother. After 

matriculating from El-Shaddai High School, he went into a business incubation and 

eventually started his own business. Although facing all sorts of challenges, he has 

been in business ever since. The only thing he knows is being an entrepreneur. His 

motto is “never give up”. 

He is an enemy of poverty and is passionate about uplifting other people. He is 

passionate about creating employment for the youth and fighting against 

unemployment, dedicated to bring change in the country for the betterment of its 

people. 

Ettaele-Roi is a waste management company specialized in general and electronic 

waste. They have a strong background in domestic waste and have now explored e-

waste technology, taking all kinds of e-waste, either for scrap or refurbishment at 

market price. They do business in all the provinces and offer their services nationwide, 

including recycling services. 

Ettaele-Roi brings solutions to the poor service delivery of the government 

encountered at provincial level such as for example the Emfuleni Municipality where 

the waste barely gets picked up causing an environmental hazard.

Ettaele-Roi also provides a solution to unemployment by creating jobs for the 

community with the aim to clean up the environment promoting a green economy 

and employment opportunities.

Edward SEKHARUME

Ettaele-Roi
www.ettaeleroi.co.za
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Vere Shaba, the founder and CEO of Greendesign Afrique, is an award-winning green 

building engineer. She is passionate about high-performance green buildings that 

do less harm to people and to the climate through the use of artificial intelligence in 

buildings to derive energy, water, and waste efficiencies. Vere has completed projects 

across Africa including in South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, Rwanda, Uganda and 

Cote D'Ivoire. As a climate action influencer on the continent, Vere has won the 

following international and national awards: SA's Top 100 Women in Business, Mail & 

Guardian 200 Young South Africans, SA Women in Property Young Achiever, 

Gauteng Premier Young Women Achiever of the Year and Forbes 30 Under 30 in 

Business featuring on the cover of Forbes magazine. Vere is a part of the World Green 

Building Council Africa team continuing in her role of climate diplomacy across the 

continent.

Greendesign is a multi-award winning engineering consulting firm specialising in 

the design, engineering and commissioning of green buildings and EDGE, Green 

Star and LEED green building certifications. We provide specialist strategy-as-a-

service platforms using human-assisted AI to derive energy, water and waste 

efficiencies and green building cost savings for property owners and tenants across 

their property portfolios in over ten countries in Africa. We are a beneficiary of SMEC 

South Africa, which was ranked among the Top 5 Best Managed Consulting 

Engineering Firms on the Top 500 list.

Vere SHABA

Greendesign
www.greendesignafrica.com
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In 2017, Dr Shale registered NalaPayGo Pty Ltd. - the first female African-led Pay-as-

you-Go (PAYGO) energy and servicing company in her home country, Lesotho.

Nala PayGo was born out of Dr Shale's desire to participate in Lesotho's development 

and address the poverty tax – particularly as it affects the country's rural women and 

children. Through Nala PayGo, she hopes to contribute to advances in areas that she 

is passionate about, namely quality education, clean energy; agriculture and self-

sufficiency. 

Dr Shale holds PhD and master's degrees from the University of Cape Town, South 

Africa and a BA from the National University of Lesotho. Her early career has been as a 

researcher in the field of climate change adaptation, primarily in the water and 

agriculture sectors across Africa. She has worked in numerous positions including 

team leader and research project co-odinator on a number of academic and 

professional projects. 

Nala Paygo (NALA), is a Lesotho registered limited by shares company launching 

operations in 2019. NALA is a community distribution and service company whose 

mission is to improve the lives of its customers by making affordable, quality 

renewable energy products and service and accessible across Lesotho. NALA is 

pioneering offering pay as you go (PAYGO) solar home system (SHS) and 

smartphones in Lesotho.  

92% of rural Lesotho lack access to grid-based electricity. This lack of modern energy 

is significantly damaging the environment, health and household incomes. Solar 

solutions are improving rapidly and offer an alternative for households to meet the 

basic energy needs in a clean and safe manner. Even though solar and mobile phone 

costs are reducing, distribution is limited because few households can pay in full 

upfront. NALA addresses these challenges by enabling customers to purchase in-

demand, impactful products over time, aligning with their household cash flow 

ability and reduce their costs for energy over the long term.

Moliehi SHALE

Nala Paygo
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Soon after her grade 12 Ms Nomdumiso Sibiya enrolled with the University of the 

Witwatersrand for a teaching Degree but dropped out three months later, realising 

that was not cut out for it.  She wanted to be a motivational speaker. She then 

volunteered at a local radio station doing a show focusing on motivating young 

people to pursue their dreams. 

Ms Sibiya's life turning point was when she had to rush a child to hospital after the kid 

was run over by a car. Connecting the dots as to why the kids where playing in the 

streets; the kids were playing in the streets because there were no parks. All the parks 

had vanished to illegal dumping. That's when she made it her mission to reclaim back 

the parks and public space from illegal dumping. 

Ms Sibiya is the COO and co-founder of Boombadotmobi. Her daily duties include 

overseeing to execution of the organisational operations, making sure that 

environmental bylaws are adhered to. 

Boombadotmobi is a waste management business platform that connects waste 

generators with waste collectors to facilitate the process of responsible waste 

disposal. The organization does this through regulating the final destination of the 

waste. The organization uses construction waste to rehabilitate eroded graveled 

streets in townships, green waste is sent to local farmers for composting and 

recyclable waste is shared with local community members. Pictures of the final 

destination of the waste are then sent to customers. Boombadotmobi is addressing 

the issue of illegal dumping in the northern Johannesburg townships and 

surrounding communities. 

Nomdumiso SIBIYA

Boombadotmobi
www.boombadotmobi.co.za
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Sydwell Sihlangu is an agricultural professional crop 

scientist that has at least fifteen years' experience in 

agriculture in the fields of Agronomy, Horticulture and 

Mycology and a strong aptitude for research. He has six 

years experience in mushroom production and nine years 

in working with diverse Horticultural and Agronomic 

crops. He has worked with diverse institutions as a Farm 

Manager, Project Manager, Agricultural Advisor, Business 

Advisor, Lecturer, Research Assistance and Research 

Coordinator. His credentials include MSc. Agric. in Crop 

Science, BSc. Agric. in Crop Science and National 

Diploma in Plant Production. He is also a member of the 

South African Council for Natural Scientist Professions 

(SACNASP). His MSc research work has led him to the 

entrepreneurial arena as it came with an innovation 

which he named “African Hut Mushroom Dome”. 

His innovation on mushroom production has won him 

several awards including the following: 2020 Challenge 

1000 Entrepreneurs (France); 2020 Investment Readiness 

Accelerator – RIIS  (SADC); 2020 Leaders in Innovation 

Fellowships (UK); 2019 Grassroots Innovation Programme; 

2018 Leopards Lair Entrepreneurship; 2018 SAB 

Foundation:  Socia l  Innovat ion and Disabi l i ty 

Empowerment Awards and 2017 Youth Awards in 

Agr icu l ture  (NWYA A) .  In  2016 ,  S ih lan gu  was 

acknowledged by The University of Texas at Austin (USA) 

under their Innovation Readiness Series Program and in 

2018 he was endorsed by Golden Key International 

Honour with an Honorary Membership Endorsement for 

his  s ignificant  contribution to  various global 

communities. Sihlangu was also invited by the African, 

Caribbean and Pacific Group of States and European 

Union (ACP-EU), United Nations (UN) and Southern 

African Development Countries (SADC) to be a resource 

person conducting a Regional workshop in Training on 

Mushroom Cultivation Technologies for Mushrooms Agri-

Business to at least seven various SADC countries. In the 

past six years he has trained more than thirty farmers 

from various countries including South Africa. 

Sihlangu is currently enrolled for his PhD in Horticultural 

Science with the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN),  

focusing on medicinal mushrooms called Ganoderma. 

His thesis is title “Influence of substrate and bio-

fortification on characterized Ganoderma lucidum 

mushroom genotypes using biochemical and molecular 

markers”.

The project consists of four members made up of 75% 

youth with three males and one female. Three members 

are between the ages of 26 to 36 and one is 64. Executive 

members of Eco-Agro Enterprise (PTY) LTD have both 

practical and managerial skills in mushroom production. 

The key objectives of this project are to generate income 

(profit), create employment for the youth, address 

malnutrition, food and protein insecurity. Also to promote 

mushroom production and provide easy access to various 

types of mushrooms rural and peri-urban communities in 

the sub-Saharan Africa (SADC). This will be carried out 

through using an innovation low-cost technology to 

produce these mushrooms. African Hut Mushroom 

Dome produces a low cost kit that can be used by 

smallholder's farmers to produce edible mushrooms. 

Mushrooms are a potential high value crop in Africa. The 

business model is to manufacture the domes, train 

farmers, and possibly provide a cooperative for resale of 

the crop.

Sydwell SIHLANGU

Eco-Agro Enterprise
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Tshepo Thlaku is the founder and CEO of Pulego 

Technologies, a 100% black owned BBBEE Level 1 

enterprise established in 2010 that provides innovative 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 

solutions, project consulting and outsourcing of software 

resources. At Pulego Technologies, Tshepo leads a team 

that innovated a citizen's engagement mobile platform 

for smart cities that was awarded by the ITU Telecoms 

World 2018 as the greatest social impact solution and the 

company further won the Global SME Excellence Award.

As an entrepreneur, Tshepo has provided mentorship 

and training in business and leadership, mostly on a 

voluntary basis, to start-up entrepreneurs through 

Junior Chamber International, Enablis South Africa, and 

The Hope Factory.

He has served in numerous local, national and 

international positions at Junior Chamber International 

(JCI), a worldwide network of young entrepreneurs and 

professionals between ages 18-40 that is in 125 countries, 

providing development opportunities that empower 

young people to create positive change. He has also 

served in the international Board of Directors and the 

Executive Committee of the organisation. Tshepo has 

since travelled to more than 30 countries through JCI, 

engaging young people on finding sustainable solutions 

to community challenges and contributing on towards 

the establishment of everlasting world peace. Tshepo 

has done ICT for Development projects in 15 African 

countries with a former non-profit organisation called 

Ungana-Afrika. He worked with ADCOME in Cameroon 

implementing technologies for rural schools. He was a 

leader in AIESEC (an international student leadership 

and exchange program) and has played a role in football 

development in his hometown of Temba, in Pretoria. 

Tshepo is driven by the principles of entrepreneurship, 

innovation, and community involvement. Inspired by 

African Renaissance he is a firm believer of Africa and its 

people.

He holds a bachelor's degree in Information Technology 

and is a proud father of two.

The Co-City Mobile App is a citizen's engagement 

platform that enables a two-way communication 

between citizens and their municipalities on the delivery 

of essential services. It leverages mobile technologies 

and big data to enhance service delivery efficiencies. 

Citizens use their mobile devises to report incidents of 

crime, by-law infringements and service delivery issues 

at real-time to their municipality and receive updates as 

the incident is addressed. The app also enables citizens 

to locate and navigate to nearby services points, easily 

access and dial essential contacts, and instantly receive 

service information from the municipality. The Municipal 

Dashboard enables officials to manage reported 

incidents through a workflow, allocate resources, and 

track progress as issues are addressed. Officials are also 

able to send service alerts directly to citizens, capture 

enquiries received and view data analytics and 

heatmaps of incidents for decision making.

Through the solution Pulego won two awards at the ITU 

Telecom World 2018 held in Durban: The Greatest Social 

Impact Award and The Global SME Excellence Award 

and second place at the Govtech 2019 Pitching Sessions.

Tshepo THLAKU

Pulego Technologies
www.pulego.co.za/co-city
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Lungelwa has  a  background marketing and 

communication and has made her mark on the 

corporate world as a Vice President at Ericsson Telecom 

for six years, responsible for expanding Ericsson into the 

Sub-Saharan market, and working for The Airports 

Company of South Africa, and Gold Reef City theme 

park and casino. Growing up she worked for the family 

retail businesses from a young age. Her family is highly 

involved in the agricultural sector where they own a 

farm breeding Nguni cattle.

Renewable energy is the sector that really captured her 

attention, and it was no surprise that when the 

SolarTurtle business opportunity presented itself, she 

jumped at the opportunity.

Currently she is CEO at SolarTurtle. With her extensive 

experience doing business across African and having 

firsthand experience growing up in a rural community, 

she is poised to take SolarTurtle to the next level. With 

the assistance of the Department of Science and 

Technology, she has landed a revolutionary project that 

will see the informal sector using cutting edge 

technology where even street vendors will be able to 

charge all their ICT devises and promoting cashless 

transaction at street corners and informal markets.

SolarTurtle’s vision is to  help people help themselves. 

The aim is not for profit, but to create a business that 

gets people to realise that if they want to change the 

world, they should do it themselves – allowing them to 

take care of themselves and their community. 

Our objectives include the promotion of women-

empowerment, youth-empowerment, and the green 

economy. 

SolarTurtle offers a range of energy centre and kiosk 

solutions to meet both enterprise and entrepreneur 

needs. Our solar energy products are equipped with 

solar panels and systems to provide a range of 

applications and solutions – from charging stations for 

ICT devices and laptops, to spaza shops, clinics, mobile 

banks, street vending energy kiosks, classrooms or even 

offices.

SolarTurtle has its own product fleet and these products 

are also available for purchase and rental, thereby not 

only creating employment, but also supplying local 

entrepreneurs and businesses in South Africa with an 

energy platform which they can utilize to create or 

expand their own businesses.  

The container products are customizable and can be 

adapted to each business/organization's requirements, 

while the kiosks allow vendors to expand their trading 

services with charging services (phones and ICT 

devices), WiFi services, printing services, energy efficient 

products (LED lights) and more.

Lungelwa TYALI

SolarTurtle
www.solarturtle.co.za
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Kyle Ueckermann is a social and technology entrepreneur, passionate about using 

technology to build a world where every person can escape poverty. In 2011, Kyle left 

his job as a computer graphics artist in film and advertising. Desiring to do 

something more meaningful with his life, he went into mission work and found a gap 

between those needing help and those offering it. 

To solve this problem, in 2013, Kyle co-founded his first technology company, VOMO, a 

volunteering platform making it easy for anyone to meet the needs of their 

community. Inspired by his work at VOMO, in 2018, Kyle founded Vollar with the idea 

that by rewarding volunteering, disadvantaged people could access basic work and 

income, while improving their community. 

According to the World Bank, 734 million people live on less than $2 a day. In South 

Africa, this level of poverty accounts for 55% of the population. Despite billions of 

dollars invested annually towards social development in South Africa, poverty and 

unemployment is on the rise.

Vollar exists to give disadvantaged people access to basic work and income. We do 

this through our online platform that allows organisations to use money to reward 

participation in community volunteering programs. These rewards provide an 

incentive for participants to get involved in developing their community and offer a 

source of basic work and income for the recipient.

Kyle UECKERMANN

Vollar
www.vollar.org
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Thulisile Volwana is an experienced entrepreneur with a 

demonstrated history of working in ICT and Electronics 

Manufacturing. In 2012, Thulisile co-founded a company 

Millbug that built Africa's first solar powered tablet PC. 

The device made use of thin-film transparent 

photovoltaics to deliver power to a 1200mAh lithium ion 

battery. Realising that connectivity was the real 

problem, Thulisile co-founded Tuse, an ad hoc multi hop 

mesh networking application to facilitate proximity 

dependant communications in the absence of reliable 

broadband infrastructure. 

As a COO of Tuse, she implements daily operations 

aligned with the company's strategies and heads up 

design thinking. Thulisile holds an Economics degree 

from the Nelson Mandela University. She has won 

numerous awards including being selected as one of 

Mail and Guardian's 200 Young South Africans 2018. 

Thulisile's been featured by the Bill and Melinda Gates 

Foundation in an article entitled “5 ways Africa is taking 

the world by storm”.

Tuse is an International Telecoms Union (ITU) Award 

winning IoT company that creates mesh networks to 

deliver Edge IoT and connectivity solutions to a variety of 

clients. Founded in 2015, the company was selected to 

join the Founders Space Accelerator in San Francisco 

(number one accelerator for foreign based start-ups in 

Silicon Valley according to Forbes magazine) and was 

selected as one of the 10 most disruptive start-ups in the 

world at the Global Technology Symposium in San 

Francisco.

Having developed mesh networking solutions, the Tuse 

team offers end to end IoT and cloud computing 

products to the clients connected in rural, quasi rural, 

township and urban areas. With the realisation that 

significant amounts of data would be generated from 

connected devices, the Tuse team has attained 

numerous IoT, data science and AI engineering 

certifications from IBM in order to leverage IBM's 

industry leading solutions to add tangible value to 

clients who have been forced to accelerate digital 

transformation. 

Overview of Users

Ÿ Agriculture - Small to large farmers that make use of 

data driven decision processes.

Ÿ Corporate - Large businesses that collect and need to 

interpret large amounts of data.

Ÿ Industry – Manufactures in a variety heavy industry.

Ÿ Public Sector – Government Solutions such as smart 

cities.

Thulisile VOLWANA

Tuse
www.tuseapp.com
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Michael is the holder of a BSc Agric, MSc Agric (Cum Laude) and PhD from the 

University of Stellenbosch, South Africa. Currently he is the co-founder and CEO of 

Susento, a start-up involved in insect mass-production. His research over the past 5 

years focused on the identification, validation and processing of alternative, more 

sustainable, protein sources for feed and food purposes. His objective however was to 

commercialize the technology developed throughout his postgraduate studies. His 

goal is to effectively develop and validate a scalable business model for Susento. He 

truly believes that he has valuable knowledge and technology at his disposal that can 

make a real difference in society and decrease the negative environmental impact of 

food production to sustainably feed the rapidly growing human population.

The production of high-quality insects for feed and food purposes at constant 

quantities has been a limiting factor in the growth potential of insects as an 

alternative protein source. Susento rears BSF larvae on agricultural by-products and 

leverages a combined 35 years of experience on insect mass rearing, including 

knowledge of insect nutrient requirements and feed formulation expertise to 

produce consistent quality and quantities of insects. The company is based at 

Stellenbosch University's Mariendahl Experimental farm outside Stellenbosch and 

currently offers four products: Susento Eggs, Susento Meal, Susento Live, and Susento 

Soil.

Michael WOODS

Susento
www.susento.com
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Kim is the Founder and CEO of BnB Sitter. South African/Italian mother of two with a 

background in Information Technology. When time permits Kim enjoys photography 

and distilling gin.

BnB Sitter Pty Ltd was founded in March 2015 when a clear need for host services was 

seen in Cape Town. Understanding the difficulties and concerns that come along 

with hosting, hosts are offered  services such as;

Ÿ Check ins

Ÿ Check outs

Ÿ Housekeeping, Replenishing & Laundry

Ÿ Maintenance & Repairs

These services give hosts the much needed support, as and when they need. These 

services can be booked via our APP.

Bookings are confirmed immediately, it's easy and simple, and you only use us when 

you need us on our Pay As You Go options or we manage it all with our Full 

Management Option.

BnB Sitter aims to make the hosting experience hassle-free, from before your guests 

arrive to seeing them off on a safe journey home. We provide a full concierge service 

on your behalf and recommend cool and interesting things for guests to do and 

explore in and around our beautiful mother city. Guests are able to contact us 24/7 for 

assistance. 

Kim ZANASI

BnB Sitter
www.bnbsitter.co.za
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Announced at the press conference presenting the 2020 Africa-France Summit held 

in Bordeaux on Tuesday 17 September 2019, the Challenge of 1.000 is a joint initiative 

of Digital Africa and the Summit.

The State wanted to invite 1 000  African entrepreneurs to present their solutions in 

Bordeaux at The City of Solutions, a show dedicated to projects and solutions for 

sustainable cities and territories that was to be held during the 28th edition of the 

Africa-France Summit on June 4, 5 and 6, 2020. Unfortunately the summit had to be 

cancelled due to the Covid-19 crisis.

The selection of the laureates was based on different criteria:

= Being an African entrepreneur

= Having an activity related to one of the 7 districts of The City of Solutions

¡ Access to essential services

¡ Feeding the cities

¡ Building and enhancing the city

¡ Moving around the city / visit the city

¡ Living in the city

¡ Financing and structuring projects

¡ Connecting the city

= Gender Parity

= To be the bearer of an innovative or duplicable solution, at a lower cost and a 

strong impact to make French and African cities more sustainable from an 

environmental and social point of view

Thanks to the members of the jury of the Challenge of 1000: 

Business France, French Tech, Small Entreprise and Development Agency, 

SCAC, SER, Proparco 

Thanks to the 9 South African partners – incubators who participated 

in the diffusion and promotion of the Challenge of 1000: 

Launchlab, Fsatlabs, Tuksnovation, SW7, Oribi Village, Tshimologong, 

22 on sloane, SOfstartBTI, 4IR incubators

EN AFRIQUE DU SUD

AMBASSADE
DE FRANCE




